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Save the Date, May 26, 7 pm
Honoring 

Heidi and Steven Kreit

Joe Sklar
Lifetime Achievement Award 

David Horton
Emerging Leader Award  
SEE PAGES  12–13

“I love Passover because for me  
it is a cry against indifference,  
a cry for compassion.”
— ELIE WIESEL

Wishing you a warm and meaningful 
Pesach as we all pray for peace. 
— YOUR HERJC FAMILY

SEE PAGES  8–11



HAZZAN BONNIE ZAKARIN 

Shalom Chaverim! 
Have you ever searched and searched for that special song, recipe, or 
story that evokes memories of goodness and love? I search every day 
for new songs, new foods, new things in general that will help to create 
these new memories. Experiences that will fill my heart and my 
neshama for many years to come. One of those things that fills my 
heart is the time surrounding Purim and Passover. It’s a time when 

people are clued into the rituals of Judaism and are searching for ways to connect with 
each other and with our loved ones that have passed on. How many people kasher their 
homes for Pesach but not during the rest of the year? How many people come to shul to 
hear the Megillah reading, but may not come on a regular Shabbat?   

What makes this time of year so special? I think there are a few things: 
1. The joyous nature of Purim allows people to let their guards down. 
2. The weather changing outside brings people out of their winter hibernation. 
3. The planning of our Passover seders with abundant family members we haven’t seen in 

a while warms our hearts. 
4. And the fact that at this point in the year, especially this particular year due to the 

pandemic, we are all craving social interactions and excuses to leave our homes and to 
be together. 

I do hope that throughout this season of family gatherings, costume wearing, and matzah 
eating, we allow ourselves to search for new songs, new foods, and new activities to add 
to our lives, to enrich them, and to create new memories filled with goodness and love. 
Purim Sameach and Chag Kasher v’Sameach! 

HERJC 
516–599–2634

Rabbi 
MICHEL SCHLESINGER  

Rabbi Emeritus 
ANDREW WARMFLASH 

Hazzan 
BONNIE ZAKARIN  
Ext. 215 
BonnieZakarin@gmail.com

Ritual Director 
RENA WOLF 
renawolf613@gmail.com

Executive Director 
ETHEL LIEBESKIND 
Ext. 213 
eliebeskind@herjc.org

Religious School Director 
HAZZAN BONNIE ZAKARIN  
599–0424 or Ext. 219 
rsdir@herjc.org

Nursery School Director 
CHERYL KARP 
599–1169 or Ext. 237 
nurserydir@herjc.org 

Assistant Religious School  
Director, Youth & Family 
Engagement 
REBECCA OSDER 
599–1148 or Ext. 223 
youthdir@herjc.org 

Notes from the Hazzan
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Ten to Zen
Weekly 10 minutes Zen moment 

with Hazzan Zakarin 

Breathing exercises 
and guided meditation 

via Zoom 

Wednesday evenings 
April 6 & 13 

following minyan, at 7:45 pm
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RABBI MICHEL SCHLESINGER 

The Price of Freedom 
Slavery is terrible. We have an obligation to fight for a free world. But 
are we prepared to live freedom? Are we capable of facing the 
difficulties we encounter precisely because we are free? 

The absence of freedom brings with it convenience, comfort. If I’m a 
slave, I don’t need to make big decisions. All meaningful choices are 
made by my masters. 

Freedom is not easy: It would be much easier to visit a single doctor and believe in his 
diagnosis, but freedom “forces” us to listen to different opinions and choose. It would be 
much simpler to browse the internet if there were just one page on each subject. In practice, 
Internet users need to visit dozens of pages, filter the material found, and use their freedom 
to select what they want to use. If only one good movie were showing, we would be quicker 
to decide on Saturday night’s show. However, we exercise our liberties by reading dozens 
of synopses and then choosing the film to watch. 

The same is true of Judaism. It would be very comfortable if we could hear a single 
opinion from a single rabbi, belonging to a single religious denomination. And yet, there 
are several movements of Judaism. Even rabbis from the same branch have different 
opinions and finally, the same rabbi will often give us more than one opinion on a given 
subject. 

Pesach, the feast of our liberation (zman cheruteinu), is approaching. Although it is very 
difficult to live freely, Judaism believes that there is no other possibility. God created men 
and women to be free. What makes us different from other animals is precisely our freedom 
to choose. Any curtailment of man’s liberties is anti-Jewish. It is strictly prohibited by our 
Torah. 

Freedom is part of the very essence of Judaism. The Jewish people come into existence 
only after leaving Egypt. As long as we were Pharaoh’s slaves, we could not consider 
ourselves a people. Belonging to something implies, above all, the freedom to choose to 
belong. 

Conservative Judaism believes that freedom is essential to the practice of authentic and 
challenging Judaism. We rabbis are not supposed to dictate the rules, but indicate all the 
options. Anyone who opens any page of the Talmud realizes that there is no single answer 
to a Jewish question. Judaism responds in different ways to the same question and each 
person has the freedom to choose the answer that most convinces him. And for this, it is 
necessary to study all options in depth. 

Being able to choose is often more complicated than receiving ready-made answers. 
However, we believe that freedom is the only way to practice a thinking Judaism. Every 
Jew must have a deep knowledge of their traditions, legends, laws and customs, so that 
they can fully exercise their freedom of choice. The one who chooses after studying our 
sources makes an authentically Jewish decision, even if this decision is different from that 
made by another Jew. And sometimes it is even more important to distance yourself a little 
from the purely technical issues and have the freedom to decide with your heart. 

May you experience freedom this Passover and forever. 
Chag Sameach

From the Rabbi’s Study
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HERJC 
Mission Statement

Hewlett-East Rockaway  
Jewish Centre—Congregation  
Etz Chaim (HERJC) is a 
warm, vibrant, traditional-
egalitarian Conservative  
congregation. Our diverse, 
forward-thinking community 
is one in which learning, 
prayer and social action  
flourish. 

Since its founding in 1949, 
HERJC has been recognized 
for creating a welcoming  
environment in which each 
member – Regardless of age, 
stage of life or background – 
feels a connection to one  
another, to the Jewish people, 
to the United States, to the 
land and State of Israel,  
to Judaism, and to God. 

We are committed to  
continuing to provide innova-
tive, interesting and thought-
provoking programs that:

� Foster lifelong learning  
from pre-school through 
adulthood 

� Celebrate our Jewish  
heritage 

� Deepen the sense of  
community among our  
Congregational family 

� Promote religious  
involvement of all  
members, and enhance 
their spiritual experience 

� Encourage intergenera-
tional cooperation 

� Nurture the State of  
Israel and our relationship 
with it 

� Serve the needs of our  
members, the local  
community, the United 
States, and K’lal Yisrael,  
the Jewish people,  
throughout the world. 

Pirkei Avot says the world 
rests on Torah, Avodah, and 
G’milut Chasadim. So too 
does our Congregation.

STEPHEN MOELIS 

As a child, I didn’t enjoy Passover. Between the obligation to say the 
Four Questions into my mid-20s before my nephew took over for me, 
the customary headache from drinking four cups of wine on an empty 
stomach, and the inability to eat pretty much anything outside of my 
home, Passover seemed a form of personal torment rather than a time 
to commemorate ancestral liberation. 

My affinity for Passover grew when I became a father. Perhaps it was 
my children’s experiences with their 10 cousins at the seders, laughing and listening to their 
aunts and uncles tell stories about their childhood, that made me look past the holiday’s 
restrictive nature. Passover became a time to reflect, when I could take a deep breath away 
from the challenges of parenthood, business, and figuring out how I would ever afford 
summer camp, braces, or college. 

In February 2020, sitting alone with Mel in our new apartment, I wondered if empty 
nesting suited me. The thought lasted 3 weeks. By March, my daughters returned home to 
attend college remotely, my son moved in after his lease expired, and a friend’s son came 
to live with us. The next 24 months would be the rollercoaster ride we all experienced – the 
terrifying period of COVID until a vaccine was available, seeing light at the end of the tunnel, 
worrying about the Delta virus, seeing another light, and then sheltering inside during the 
Omicron virus, exhausted and often unable to muster the strength to continue. 

Today, there is shared optimism: our liberation is at hand. Recently and over the coming 
months, HERJC’s re-opening brings the return of social interactions to make us feel like a 
congregation again – Shabbat services, Kabbalat Shabbat services, our Purim Carnival, 
minyan services, Rabbi Schlesinger’s Talmud class, Nursery and Religious School events, 
Youth Group events, and our year-end Gala. No doubt, we will maintain measured protocols 
to keep our community safe and continue to address rational concerns. 

Nevertheless, as I prepare for what’s to come before the end of my first year as President, 
I appreciate that bondage can exist without chains, and that, ultimately, the essence of 
Passover is not what we eat or what restrictions we place on ourselves, but rather taking 
that deep breath from the challenges we experience and enjoying freedom in whatever 
form it takes. In Hebrew, we say l’Shalom – to peace. My wish for each of you is not just 
peace, but renewal; not only health, but a return to living. My wish for you is to breathe 
deeply and often.

From the President

Come Learn at HERJC 

talmud class with  
rabbi schlesinger 

Thursdays 
April 28, May 19, June 9 



ETHEL LIEBESKIND 

Heimishe HERJC has Found a Place in My Heart
Dear HERJC Family, 

It’s very hard to believe it was five and a half years ago that I met 
with the HERJC Search Committee and found myself beginning a new 
chapter at HERJC the following July. So much has happened since then; 
for me personally, for HERJC, and for the world. 

Despite the politics, the pandemic, global warming… I am feeling so 
blessed. A major highlight for me was becoming a Nana to two extraordinary grand-
children, Nolan and Willa Wynn (Wynn was my Mom’s maiden name which she used 
throughout her life). The other wonderful and rewarding gift was joining the HERJC family 
as your Executive Director.   

When I came to HERJC, my Mom (z”l) was delighted. As a long time Hadassah 
President, she had been here for many a meeting and luncheon and felt it was “bashert”.   

Today, after almost five years, I too feel it was “bashert.” 
Heimishe HERJC has found a place in my heart. I have gotten to work with three 

Presidents, three Rabbis, and an extraordinary staff team. The congregants and leaders 
welcomed me when I joined the family, and have continued to support and encourage me, 
as together we navigated the unexpected craziness that ensued. Who had even heard  
of Zoom five years ago, yet now we’ve all spent so many hours together in the HERJC 
Zoom room!   

Hopefully, HERJC and the world are emerging from the pandemic. HERJC is back in 
person! Rabbi Schlesinger and his beautiful family, Juliana, Tamar, and Naomi, bring their 
warmth and charm to HERJC. President Stephen Moelis has already energized the team 
with his creative, can-do approach. With the devotion of the past Presidents, a committed 
Board of Directors, and involved congregants, HERJC is positioned for a true Renaissance! 
As you will see in this Hakol, there is so much happening at HERJC ! 

It is with mixed emotion that I will be retiring on June 30. I will miss the community I 
have found here, but the time has come for me to focus on my family and new adventures 
with my husband, Jan. I hope to get to see many of you at the Gala on May 26 as we 
celebrate in the new elegant HERJC ballroom.   

Until then, let me wish you a Happy and Healthy Passover and all good things. L’hitraot, 

From the Executive Director
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Shabbat Services 

Kabbalat Shabbat  
Friday, 6:30 pm 
In person ONLY 

Saturday, 9:30 am 
In person ONLY 

Morning Minyan

Morning Minyan: 
Monday, Thursday,  
Rosh Chodesh, 8:00 am
In person & on Zoom 

Tuesday, Wednesday,  
Friday, 8:00 am
On Zoom ONLY 

Sunday, 9:00 am
On Zoom ONLY 

To join the services,  
use the following link: 
https://tinyurl.com/ 
38hnvd38

Evening Minyan

Sun-Thurs: 7:30 pm 
On Zoom ONLY 

To join the service,  
use the following link: 
https://tinyurl.com/ 
38hnvd38 

Passover Recipe

The Salwen/Liebeskind Family’s favorite Chocolate Mousse – A Seder Highlight! 
For a large crowd, double!            6 egg yolks 
6 oz. Bittersweet Chocolate          1/3 cup sugar 
6 egg whites                                Chopped nuts 
1 tablespoon of Liqueur

Melt chocolate. Beat yolks lightly and stir in chocolate. Heat several minutes, 
but do not let mixture come to a boil. Add sugar & Liqueur. Beat egg whites 
until stiff.  Fold into chocolate mixture. Garnish with chopped nuts.

See page 11  
for more Passover 

Recipes
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Celebrating Our Liberation with Gratitude 
With the holiday of Passover in view, and having recently celebrated Purim , we express 

our gratitude for our HERJC community and the sustenance it offers. We are, all of us, 
beneficiaries of the religious, educational, cultural, and social programming that HERJC 
provides, and we are all richer for it. Let us remember HERJC’s mission: 

“We are a diverse, warm, vibrant, traditional-egalitarian Conservative congregation. 
Our forward-thinking community is one in which learning, prayer, and social action flour-
ish. We welcome everyone regardless of sexual orientation or religious or gender identity.” 
We express gratitude for the safe, welcoming environment HERJC makes available to 
each one of us every day. At HERJC, everyone counts. 

Gratitude as we Celebrate 
We are gratified that our total pledges this year returned us to pre-COVID levels, representing a 25% increase from the 

previous two years. 
To the many long-standing Patrons  households that have renewed their membership, thank you. Additional thanks are 

due to those who chose to move up to a higher membership level, which is a true testament to their leadership and their 
generosity. I also wish to thank our sixteen new members. The entire HERJC community is grateful to all of our Patrons; 
their names appear below. Again, thank you all! 

Your HERJC family wishes you and your family a zissen Pesach, a holiday filled with health, abundance, and peace.

Patrons Society

KETER TORAH 
Lisa & Edmund Cohen 
Marilyn & Stanley Cohen 
Stephanie & Steven Kaufman 
Joan Laufer 

DOUBLE CHAI 
Pamela & Daniel Gerstman 
Terri & Steven Gold 
Aleta & Ariel Grunberg 
Robin & Mark Hoorwitz 
Iris & Alan Jacobs 
Laurie & Asher Platt 
Nora & Jack Skiba 

CHAI  
Leslie & Jonathan Altus 
Arnelle & Brian Blinderman 
Laurie & Joe Brofsky 
Marcia & Marc Goldberg 
Jody & Richard Grobman 
Lisa & Lev Herrnson 

Steven Kandel 
Lois & Marc Kemp 
Liz & Harold Kislik 
Meredith & Michael King 
Lisa & Kenneth Kornblau 
Janie & Michael Krasne 
Heidi & Steven Kreit 
Nancy & Paul Levitt 
Marsha & Larry Miller 
Melanie & Stephen Moelis 
Audrey & Elliott Polinsky 
Joan & Martin Rosen 
Meryle Samuels 
Ellen & George Schieren 

SIMCHA 
Susan & Stanley Alt 
Joan Berkowitz 
Linda & David Burton 
Ilene & Larry Cohen 
Barbara & Paul Cooper 
Rachel & Andrew Cooper 

Shelley & Arthur Debin 
Doris & Yosef Dlugacz 
Naomi & Norman Doctor 
Kathy & Steven Estrin 
Sandy Feit 
Rita & Larry Gottlieb 
Vicki & Irwin Graber 
Lisa & Michael Greenberg 
Frank Grobman 
Elaine & Edward Halbridge 
Madeline & Keith Harrow 
Joy & Larry Kaminsky 
Barbara Kaplan 
Zeena Kassel 
Lisa, Wendy & Richard Kassel 
Susan & David Koffler 
Arline & Jules Kotcher 
Syndee & David Kurz 
Debra & Jeffrey Langendorff 
Susan Julien-Levitt & Jeffrey Levitt 
Adrienne & Geoffrey Lurie 
Myra & Alan Markowitz 

Judith Mintz 
Randi & Jonathan Polansky 
Nancy & Michael Rehns 
Nanci-sue & Eric Rosenthal 
Joan & Donald Schaeffer 
Honorable Denise & Robert Sher 
Shari & Brian Silver 
Barbara & Joseph Sklar 
Roberta & Stuart Sugarman 
Nancy & Scott Wachs 
Marjorie & Joel Wecksell 

OLIM 
Tamar & Scott Barbash 
Leslie & Jason Gang 
Elaine & Brett Garver 
Regina & Lev Ginzburg 
Jason, Rebecca & Xander Kassel 
Margo & Jason Melzer 
Rebecca & Kenny Osder 
Rabbi Michel & Juliana Schlesinger 
Hazzan Bonnie & Moshe Zakarin

Do you speak and read Modern Hebrew?  

Participants will schmooze in Hebrew about a wide 
range of topics, get to know one another and enjoy a 
lively Hebrew discussion. This group is for advanced 
speakers/learners only. We got off to a great start and 
we’re very excited and hope the group will grow! 

Every other Tuesday 
For more information,  

call the Office: 516-599-2634
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BRIELLE MELZER 
May 14, 2022 

Mazal Tov to Margo and Jason 
Melzer on the Bat Mitzvah of their 
daughter, Brielle. 

Brielle is a seventh-grade stu-
dent at Long Beach Middle 
School. She was recently a cast 
member in her school’s produc-
tion of High School Musical Jr. 
Brielle is interested in a career in 
medicine and recently took a tour 
of the University of Florida, Col-
lege of Medicine. When Brielle is not binge-watching  
medical dramas, she enjoys baking holiday masterpieces. 

Brielle has a sister, Anna, 13, and a brother, Brian, 13 

Mazal Tov to Our B’nai Mitzvah

ANNA MELZER 
May 14, 2022 

Mazal Tov to Margo and Jason 
Melzer on the Bat Mitzvah of their 
daughter, Anna. 

Anna is a seventh-grade stu-
dent at Long Beach Middle 
School. She plays flute in both the 
Middle School band and wind  
ensemble. Anna is a huge Star 
Wars fan. She has been doing 
gymnastics since she was three 
and continues to train at Five Star 
Academy. Anna is an enthusiastic Hebrew school student 
and plans to pursue further Judaic studies. 

Anna has a sister, Brielle, 13, and a brother, Brian, 13. 

BENNETT BERGER FRANKLIN 
May 21, 2022 

Mazal Tov to Lauren and Scott 
Franklin on the Bar Mitzvah of 
their son, Bennett. 

Bennett is a seventh grade stu-
dent at Lynbrook South Middle 
School. His favorite subjects are 
Math and Science. Bennett, plays 
the tuba in the Jazz Band at 
school, and enjoys fishing, spend-
ing his summer at camp and the 
beach. 

Bennett is fortunate to have 4 living grandparents, and 
a great grandmother. 

For his Mitzvah Project, Bennett presented shalach 
manot and told the story of Purim to the residents at the 
Atria Assisted Living in Lynbrook. Purim is very special to 
our family, as Bennett was born on Purim in 2009. 

BRIAN MELZER     
May 14, 2022 

Mazal Tov to Margo and Jason 
Melzer on the Bar Mitzvah of their 
son, Brian. 

Brian is a seventh-grade stu-
dent at Long Beach Middle 
School. He is an avid outdoorsman 
with a passion for fishing.  He 
loves to clean his own catch and 
prepare delicious meals for his 
family. Brian is a member of the 
Middle School track, cross-coun-
try, and volleyball teams. He enjoys spending time with his 
cousins, Logan, and Lucas whenever possible. 

Brian has two sisters, Anna, 13, and Brielle, 13.

TAMAR SCHLESINGER    
June 25, 2022 

Mazal Tov to Juliana and Rabbi 
Michel Schlesinger on the Bat  
Mitzvah of their daughter, Tamar. 

Tamar is a seventh grade stu-
dent at North Lynbrook Middle 
School. Her favorite subject is  
Social Studies. Tamar enjoys lis-
tening to music, going to movies, 
and hanging out with friends. 

Tamar has a sister, Naomi, 8. 

Commemorate a  
happy event by  

placing a leaf on the  
TREE OF LIFE

in our Lobby.  
Contact the office.
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Since the Torah prohibits Jewish ownership of 
chametz (leaven) during Pesach, we arrange for 
the sale of our chametz to a non-Jew. An agent, 
usually the Rabbi, handles the sale, a valid and 
legal transfer of ownership. At the end of the  
holiday, the now-permitted chametz is sold 
back to its original owner.  

Chametz cannot lose its identity even if pres-
ent in small amounts. Because many common 
foods contain some chametz, care must be 
taken when shopping and preparing for Pesach.  

What follows are general guidelines. How-
ever, feel free to consult Rabbi Schlesinger when 
any doubt arises.  

� Items bearing Kosher le-Pesach labels that do not bear the name of a Rabbi or one of the recognized symbols of  
rabbinic supervision, or which are not integral to the package, should not be used without consulting Rabbi  
Schesinger. 

� Prohibited foods include the following: pasta, bread, cakes, biscuits, crackers, cereal, coffees containing cereal derivatives,
wheat, barley, oats, spelt, rye, and all liquids containing ingredients or flavors made from grain alcohol.   

� The Committee on Jewish Law and Standards of the Rabbinical Assembly has declared that kitniyot, which in the past 
had been considered forbidden to Ashkenazic Jews but permitted to Sefardim are now permitted to everyone on 
Passover. Kitniyot generally include maize (North American corn), as well as rice, peas, lentils, and beans.   

Please ask Rabbi Schlesinger if you have any questions.

Pesach 
Guide

PASSOVER SERVICE SCHEDULE 

DAY 1–SECOND SEDER 
�   Saturday, April 16 
Passover Service  . . . . . 10:00 am 
Candlelighting  . . . . . . . . 8:24 pm
No Evening Service–Enjoy Your Seder! 

DAY 2  
�   Sunday, April 17 
Passover Service  . . . . . 10:00 am 
Evening Minyan  . . . . . . . 8:00 pm

CHOL HAMOED  
�   Monday, April 18 
through Thursday, April 21 
Morning Minyan  . . . . . . . 8:00 am 
    in person and on Zoom
Join us for Hallel, Singing, Music!
Eve. Minyan through Wed. 7:30 pm

�   Thursday, April 14 
Search for Chametz in the Evening

FAST OF THE FIRST BORN
�   Friday, April 15 
Shacharit  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8:00 am 
Followed by Rabbi’s  
    Siyyum and breakfast 
Burning of Chametz by 11:58 am 

EREV PESACH –FIRST SEDER
�   Friday, April 15 
Candlelighting  . . . . . . . . . 7:17 pm 
No Evening Service–Enjoy Your Seder!

DAY 6  
�   Thursday, April 21 
Passover Service  . . . . . . 6:30 pm 
Candlelighting  . . . . . . . . 7:23 pm

DAY 7  
�   Friday, April 22 
Passover Service  . . . . . . 9:30 am 
Kabbalat Shabbat  . . . . . 6:30 pm 
Candlelighting  . . . . . . . . 7:24 pm 

DAY 8  
�   Saturday, April 23 
Passover Service  . . . . . . 9:30 am  
    and Yizkor  . . . . . . . . . 10:30 am 
Evening Minyan  . . . . . . . 8:00 pm
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PERMITTED FOODS 
This information is taken from the Rabbinical Assembly Pesach Guide.  
You can download the complete guide at: https://www.rabbinicalassembly.org/story/pesah-guide-5782  
Summary: https://www.rabbinicalassembly.org/jewish-law/holidays/pesah/pesah-prep-and-resources/5782-2022

No Pesach Hekhsher Required
Products which may be purchased without a Pesach  before or during Pesach: baking soda, bicarbonate (hekhsher) הכשר
of soda, eggs, fresh fruits and vegetables, fresh or frozen kosher meat (other than chopped meat), pure black, green, or 
white tea leaves, unflavored tea bags, unflavored regular coffee, olive oil (extra-virgin only), whole or gutted fresh fish, 
whole or half pecans (not pieces), whole (unground) spices and nuts. 

No Pesach Hekhsher Required if Purchased Before Pesach 
Products which may only be purchased without a Pesach  before Pesach; If bought during Pesach they (hekhsher) הכשר
require a Pesach   all pure fruit juices, filleted fish, frozen fruit (no additives), non-iodized salt, pure :(hekhsher) הכשר
white sugar (no additives), quinoa (with nothing mixed in), white 
milk, some products sold by Equal Exchange Fair Trade Chocolate. 

Pesach Hekhsher Always Required 
Products which require reliable כשר לפסח (kasher l’Pesach) certi-
fication (regular kosher supervision being not sufficient) whether 
bought before or during Pesach: all baked goods, farfel, matzah, any 
product containing matzah, matzah flour, matzah meal, Pesach 
cakes, all frozen processed foods, candy, canned tuna, cheeses, 
chocolate milk, decaf coffee, decaf tea, dried fruits, herbal tea, ice 
cream, liquor, butter, oils, soda, vinegar, wine, and yogurt. 

Kitniyot
Fresh corn on the cob and fresh beans (like lima beans in their pods) 
may be purchased before and during Pesach, that is, treated like any 
other fresh vegetable. Dried kitniyot (legumes, rice, and corn) can 
be purchased bagged or in boxes and then sifted or sorted before 
Pesach. These should ideally not be purchased in bulk from bins  
because of the concern that the bin might previously have been 
used for chametz, and a few grains of chametz might be mixed in.  

Kitniyot in cans may only be purchased with Pesach certification 
since the canning process has certain related chametz concerns, and 
may be purchased on Pesach. 

Frozen raw kitniyot (corn, edamame [soy beans], etc.): One may purchase bags of frozen non-hekhshered kitniyot  
before Pesach provided that one can either absolutely determine that no shared equipment was used or one is careful to 
inspect the contents before Pesach and discard any pieces of chametz. Even if one did not inspect the vegetables before 
Pesach, if one can remove pieces of chametz found in the package on Pesach, the vegetables themselves are permissible. 

Processed foods, including tofu, although containing no listed chametz, continue to require Pesach certification due to 
the possibility of admixtures of chametz during production.

Passover Dishes  
and Utensils
Go to www.rabbinicalassembly.org/ 
pesah-guide for complete information. 

Passover 
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Ma’ot Hittim

It is an ancient tradition to  
make a special donation  
before Passover to be used  
to help those in need.  

While charity is a mitzvah  
at all times, it is felt that  
particularly on Pesach, no 
one should go hungry  
and everyone should  
have the wherewithal to  
celebrate fully.  

If you would like to con-
tribute Ma’ot Hittim, you 
may send a check, in any 
amount, to the Rabbi’s  
Discretionary Fund, or  
donate online at herjc.org.

Seder Hospitality

If you know anyone who  
needs a Seder to go to or 
you would like to host 
someone at your Seder, 
please call the office at  
599-2634 or email 
office@herjc.org. 

Thanks!  
What a wonderful mitzvah!

Mechirat CHametz “Selling of Leaven”
The Biblical injunction reads “no leaven shall be seen or found in your pos ses sion” during 
Pesach. To accept the literal, surface meaning of this com mand would imply that one must 
DISPOSE OF all his pastry, flour, sugar, etc. for the full week. Imagine what havoc this 
would cause the baker, manufacturer, wholesaler or any ordinary household! The Rabbis 
concluded that the leaven may not BELONG TO YOU during the week of Pesach. There-
fore, if it is sold to a non-Jew, you have fulfilled the law. This, then, became the prevalent 
practice, though usually with the stipulation (or tacit understanding) that the non-Jew 
“sell it back” after Pesach. Since, however, it is much too cumbersome for each Jew to 
perform such trans actions individually, the next step was to empower one person – usually 
the Rabbi – to act as agent for the entire community.

Mechirat Chametz – Authorization for Sale of Chametz 
I hereby authorize Rabbi Schlesinger to sell all chametz in my possession. 

Name (PLEASE PRINT)______________________________________________________ 

Address __________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

Signed ________________________________________ Date ______________________ 

Please mail this form to the HERJC office OR email Rabbi at rabbi@herjc.org 
Deadline for receipt is Thursday, April 14 at 5:00 pm.

Please fill a  small bag with some Kosher  for Passover  food to drop off  in the food bins!

“Let all who are hungry,  
come and eat”
When you share the joy of Passover with family and friends, you 
will enjoy it that much more knowing that you have remembered 
the Jewish needy when you shop for Passover. Please help those 
less fortunate fill their Seder table too. Just think of the gratitude 
we can feel for doing this easy and wonderful mitzvah!

Passover 
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Passover Recipes 

Baked Asparagus and  
Yellow Pepper Frittata
2 lbs thin asparagus 
2 large yellow bell peppers 
3 shallots 
1 medium zucchini 
3 scallions 
1 tbsp unsalted butter 
10 large eggs 
½ cup heavy cream or ½ and ½ 
3 tbsp chopped fresh parsley 
1½ tsp salt 
Freshly ground black pepper 

Preheat oven to 350° and butter a 
13x9x2 glass baking dish. Trim aspara-
gus and cut diagonally in to ¼” wide 
slices. Cut bell pepper into ¼” wide 
strips, mince shallots. Halve zucchini 
lengthwise and diagonally cut both  
zucchini and scallions into thin slices.  
Have a bowl of ice and cold water. In a 
large saucepan of boiling salted water, 
blanch asparagus 1 minute and drain  
in colander. Immediately transfer as-
paragus to ice water to stop cooking. 
Drain and pat dry. In a large skillet cook 
bell peppers and shallots in butter over 
low heat, stirring occasionally until pep-
pers are softened, about 10 minutes.  
In a large bowl or mixer, whisk eggs, 
cream, parsley, salt and pepper. Stir in 
asparagus, bell pepper mixture, zucchini 
and scallions. Pour custard into baking 
dish and bake in the middle of the oven 
until golden and set, about 35 minutes. 
Cool in a rack. Frittata may be made  
1 day ahead and chilled covered. Bring 
to room temperature before serving. 

Flourless Almond-Blueberry 
Muffins (makes 12)
2 ½ cups almond meal 
1 tsp ground cinnamon 
5 large eggs 
1/3 cup granulated sugar 
1 tsp vanilla extract 
½ cup unsweetened applesauce 
½ tsp kosher salt 
1 ½ cup blueberries (washed and dried) 
Sliced almonds for topping 
Raw sugar for sprinkling on top 

Preheat oven to 350°. Line a standard 
12 cup muffin pan with liners. Whisk al-
mond meal and cinnamon in a medium 
bowl, set aside. Using an electric mixer 
on high speed, beat egg yolks, granu-
lated sugar, and vanilla in a large bowl 
until pale and doubled in size, about  
3 minutes. Add almond meal mixture 
and applesauce and stir just to com-
bine. Using electric mixer on high speed, 
beat egg whites and salt in another 
large bowl until stiff peaks form, about  
3 minutes. Add half of egg white mixture 

to almond mixture and fold to combine, 
then add remaining egg white mixture 
and fold to combine, fold in blueberries. 
Divide batter into muffin cups and top 
with almonds and raw sugar. Bake 
muffins until tops are light brown and  
a tester comes out clean, about 30  
minutes. Transfer to a wire rack to cool 
at least 10 minutes before removing.  
Do ahead-muffins can be made 3 days 
ahead. Store in an airtight container. 
(original recipe by Anna Stockwell,  
published by Epicurious 2016)

Individual Zucchini Frittatas,  
Pecorino & Chives
1 ½ tblspn olive oil 
3 medium zucchini (1 lb total) halved 
lengthwise and cut into 1/8” slices 
¼ tsp salt 
¼ tsp black pepper 
¼ cup fresh chives chopped 
¾ cup finely grated pecorino, romano,  
    or parmigiano 
10 large eggs lightly beaten 

A nonstick muffin pan with 6 muffin 
cups, or double recipe for 12, spray with 
nonstick spray or lightly oil. Preheat oven 
to 375°. Heat oil in a 12” nonstick  
skillet over high heat until hot but not 
smoking, than sauté zucchini with salt 
and pepper stirring occasionally, until 
just tender, about 4 minutes. Whisk 
chives, zucchini, ½ cup cheese into 
eggs. Divide mixture among muffin cups 
and bake in the middle of the oven until 
tops are puffed and set, about 14 min-
utes. Remove pan from oven and turn 
on broil. Sprinkle frittatas with remaining 
¼ cup cheese and broil until cheese  
is melted and tops are golden, 1-2 min. 

Macaroons 
¾ cup sugar 
2 ½ cups unsweetened coconut 
2 large egg whites 
1 tsp vanilla extract 
¼ tsp salt 
Topping 

Preheat oven 350°. Line baking  
sheets with parchment paper. Combine 
ingredients and stir. Drop by tablespoon 
onto baking sheet 2” apart bake 10-12  
minutes. 

Passover Brownies 
4 eggs 
1 cup oil 
2 cups sugar 
½ cup cocoa 
¾ cup potato starch 
1 cup chopped walnuts 

Beat all ingredients together. Blend in 
walnuts. Grease a 9x13 inch baking pan 
and bake at 350° for 1 hour. When still 
warm cut in to squares.  

Lori’s Stuffed Cabbage 
1 pound ground beef 
¼ cup matzo meal 
½ cup cooked rice 
1 egg 
¼ tspn salt 
12-14 large cabbage leaves 
1 onion diced 
¼ cup lemon juice 
½ cup brown sugar 
1 can Manischewitz tomato  
     & mushroom soup 
½ cup water 

Remove leaves from cabbage and place 
in large pot of boiling water to cover. 
Simmer 5 minutes. Combine meat, 
matzo meal, rice, egg and salt in a large 
bowl. Place heaping tablespoon of meat 
mixture 1/3 from bottom of a cabbage 
leaf. Fold bottom of leaf up over meat 
first, then sides to center, then roll to top 
to form cabbage roll. Place flap down in 
bottom of a large pot. Combine rest of 
ingredients and mix well in a large bowl. 
Pour over cabbage rolls to cover. Simmer 
1½ hours in covered pot. DO NOT STIR! 

Sweet and Crunchy  
Quinoa Salad 
1 cup quinoa 
1 medium sweet potato, peeled and cut 
into ½: cubes, all around the same size 
3 ½ tblspn extra virgin olive oil, divided 
1/3 cup pine nuts 
4 tspn apple cider vinegar 
2 tspns honey 
¼ tspn salt 
¼ tspn ground black pepper 
½ tspn ground cumin 
½ tspn cinnamon 
1/3 cup dried cranberries 
4 scallions, sliced 

Preheat oven to 400°. Place the quinoa 
into a small saucepan and add 2 cups 
of water. Bring to a boil and then sim-
mer for 15 minutes, or until the water  
is evaporated. Turn off the heat and let 
quinoa sit covered for at least 1 hour,  
or preferably 3 hours. Place the sweet 
potato cubes into a roasting pan and 
toss with ½ tspn of the olive oil. Bake 
for 25 minutes, or until you can just 
pierce the cubes with a fork, Set aside. 
Place the pine nuts unto a small pan 
over medium heat until lightly toasted, 
stirring often. Set aside. In a small bowl 
place the remaining three tablespoons 
olive oil, vinegar, honey, salt pepper, 
cumin and cinnamon. Whisk well.  

When the quinoa is dry, use a whisk to 
break apart the seeds and place into a 
large bowl. Add half the vinaigrette and 
mix with the whisk. Add more to taste, 
depending on how wet you like your 
quinoa; I add it all. Add the sweet  
potatoes, pine nuts, cranberries and 
scallions and mix gently. Serve a room 
temperature. 

Tzimmes Souffle 
Though it’s really for Passover, it’s almost 
too good to tuck away in a Passover  
section. This recipe is great all year-
round. For an extra special presentation, 
make this recipe in individual ramekins 
for single servings. 

5 large eggs, separated 
2 cups finely grated carrots,  
     about 5–6 large carrots 
1 cup sugar 
¾ cup matzo meal 
½ cup canola or vegetable oil 
1 tspn lemon juice 
2 tbspn orange juice 
1 can crushed pineapple with  
     heavy syrup 

Preheat oven to 350°. Spray a 9x9 inch 
square pan with nonstick cooking spray. 
Set aside. In a large bowl, beat the egg 
whites until they are stiff. Using a spat-
ula, fold in the carrots, sugar, and matzo 
meal. Fold in the egg yolks, oil, lemon 
juice, orange juice, and pineapple with 
the syrup. Pour into the prepared baking 
dish. Bake 40-45 minutes or until top is 
golden. Scoop or spoon out. Yields:  
10-12 servings. 

Chocolate Chip Cookies 
1 cup unsalted butter (2 sticks) 
1 ½ cps brown sugar 
2 tbsp honey 
2 tsp vanilla 
¼ tsp kosher salt 
2 large eggs 
1 ½ cups matzo cake meal 
¼ cup matzo meal 
2 cups chocolate chips 

1. Preheat oven 350°. Cream the butter 
with brown sugar, honey, vanilla and salt. 
Add eggs and mix well. 
2. Mix in cake meal and matzo meal. 
3. Stir in the chocolate chips. 
4. Drop by tablespoons onto ungreased 
cookie sheet, 2 inches apart. Press 
down slightly to flatten. 
5. Bake at 350° for 12-15 minutes until 
slightly golden.  
These are great when slightly warmed, 
dipped in a cold, frothy glass of milk. 
YUM! 
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Honorees: Heidi and Steven Kreit 
Heidi and Steven Kreit have lived 
in Hewlett and East Rockaway 
since they were married in 1993 
after meeting when they were 17 
years old. They have three 
children: Griffin, 26, Mackenzie, 
24, and Scarlett, 17. All three are 
pursuing careers in the science/ 
engineering fields. They also 
have a menagerie of pets including a 6-year-old Purim goldfish, 
two 27-year-old turtles, and two 10-year-old dogs. 

Heidi and Steven enjoy the family and community aspects of 
Jewish life. Heidi grew up in Hewlett, having large family 
gatherings which required rolling up carpets and renting tables 
for Passover seders and themed Chanukah parties. All food was 
cooked by her mother, and her mom still cooks all holiday meals. 
Steven grew up in New Hyde Park with large family gatherings, 
and his grandmas and mom cooked all the holiday meals, too. 
Both attended religious school, both were Bar/Bat Mitzvahed, and 
both attended Hebrew High School. 

Heidi and Steven came to HERJC when Griffin was 10 and Mackenzie was 8 so the children could attend religious 
school. While attending Congregation Sons of Israel, they had heard Rabbi Ginsburg say that “if you do one more 
Jewish thing a year, each year, you will become more connected to your Judaism.” This inspired them, and they started 
doing a little bit more: they built a sukkah, they attended the Purim shpiel and dressed up in costume (well, at least 
Heidi did) and became regulars at Purim carnivals and Chanukah parties. 

Heidi and Steven follow the mantra that leaders lead by being an example. Heidi is a minyannaire during the summer 
and school holidays, and she works in the Mitzvah Garden, at the Purim Carnival, and the annual Chanukah party. She 
organized our congregational Chanukah Party for many years, and served on committees such as the Cantor Search 
Committee and the Gala Committee to name a few. Heidi is a member of the Sisterhood Board and also runs the annual 
Sisterhood.coat and food drives. 

Steven has been the treasurer of HERJC for 12+ years and Board member for 15+. He has served on both the Rabbi 
and Cantor Search Committees for our current clergy, he prepares and presents our annual budget and financial 
statements, and works on numerous other shul initiatives. 

Outside of the HERJC community, Heidi has been a teacher in the East Rockaway School District for almost  
30 years. Locally, she has served 26 years on the East Rockaway Grist Mill Committee, and helps organize and run the 
Huckleberry Frolic, a 60-year-old annual event in Memorial Park. She is a board member of the East Rockaway 
Education Foundation, raising funds for teacher-inspired projects and student scholarships, and is also a member of 
operation SPLASH, an organization that cleans the local waterways. 

Steven is on the Accounting Advisory Committee at the University of Buffalo where he participates in the Curriculum 
Committee and mentors students seeking their first jobs. He was an advisor and mentor at the Center for Biotechnology 
at StonyBrook University, and at Launchpad Huntington, mentoring start up companies. He also coached Mackenzie’s 
travel soccer team from U-10 through U-18 and helped coach Scarlett’s travel soccer team, as well. 

Heidi and Steven are honored to share this day with Joe Sklar and David Horton whose dedication to HERJC has 
enriched the community for many years and will continue to do so for many years to come. 
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EMERGING LEADER AWARD: DAVID HORTON 
David Horton grew up in Forest Hills, Queens as an active member of the Forest Hills Jewish Center, 
where he attended religious school and made his Bar Mitzvah. He attended Forest Hills High School 
and went on to graduate from Baruch College with a degree in accounting. He is currently a partner 
in the accounting firm Anchin based in New York CIty. Today, David lives in East Rockaway with his 
wife, Allison, their two boys, Charlie, 14, and Gabe, 10, and their newly adopted rescue dog, Frankie.   

After Forest Hills Jewish Center, it was important to David to find a like-minded Conservative 
synagogue where his children could get a quality Jewish education and the family could be a part 
of a Jewish community with similar goals. David and his family quickly found a home at HERJC, making new friends 
and reconnecting with old ones. Both boys attended the Nursery School and Charlie recently celebrated his Bar Mitzvah. 
David is a member of the HERJC Board, having served previously on the Religious School, Finance and Investment 
committees.  

David is thankful to be recognized as an Emerging Leader and is looking forward to continuing to find ways to be a 
constructive part of the long term growth of our shul. 

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD: JOE SKLAR 
Joe Sklar grew up in Marine Park, Brooklyn. When his father died while Joe was in college, his mom 
felt that it was important that Joe attend synagogue for a year and say Kaddish. When his mom 
died in 1974, just after Barbara, Joe, and baby Neil (with Lisa born a year and half later) had moved 
to East Rockaway, he knew that he should also say Kaddish for her. This would be the beginning of 
his long relationship with HERJC.  

Growing up in Brooklyn, Joe attended James Madison H.S. and Brooklyn College, where he met 
Barbara Kessin. They married two years later, after Joe completed a year of law school in Buffalo. 
Switching fields to education, he returned to Brooklyn College, earning an MA degree in Urban Education as well as an 
Advanced Certificate in Educational Administration and Supervision, while teaching in an elementary school in Brooklyn.  

Joe switched his allegiance to Queens and, after earning a second Master’s degree at Queens College, began teach-
ing in a resource room, where he continued until his retirement in 2003. While teaching, he brought Chess In the Schools 
into PS 20Q and coordinated the program. He often accompanied the chess club to weekend chess tournaments. After 
his retirement, he taught chess to elementary school students in after-school programs. 

For many years, the family spent summers at Camp Poyntelle where Joe supervised waterfront activities and taught 
canoeing. His love of canoeing continued over the years. He is a long-time member of the Appalachian Mountain Club. 
He has both been a trip leader and participant and continues to paddle. 

Joe started as a volunteer at HERJC by becoming a member of the Men’s Club, helping at monthly breakfasts and 
annual sports award dinners, where a well-known athlete spoke to the synagogue children and teens. He became pres-
ident of the Men’s Club. In that capacity he had a seat on the Board of Directors and was asked to continue on the 
Board after his term as Men’s Club president was over. He then served as chair of the Youth Committee. 

Since playing chess is one of Joe’s passions, he reluctantly left the HERJC Board so that he could play chess at the 
Nassau Chess Club, which meets on Monday nights. He was then asked to join the HERJC honorary board.   

After hearing a presentation about the Hatzilu Rescue Organization at HERJC, Joe decided to get involved. He was 
moved by plight of the needy Jewish poor. Joe has been an active member of Hatzilu for over forty years, taking on 
many roles including president. For over 20 years, he organized a chesed project involving all parts of the HERJC com-
munity which culminated in a massive Purim celebration for Hatzilu clients. For weeks before, both Nursery and Hebrew 
school children brought in nonperishable food items which were bagged by congregants and distributed to our elderly 

GALA Continued on next page
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guests. Other volunteers prepared and plated food, set tables, and served the brunch. The Nursery School children 
paraded in, wearing their costumes, greeting our guests, and giving them Shalach Manot and handmade Purim 
cards. The morning ended with a Purim spiel by the Hebrew School. HERJC truly came together to do a mitzvah. 

Joe is co-chair with Jaime Ezratty of HERJC Cares. He makes shiva calls, delivers chesed baskets, and helps 
families in need in the HERJC community. He works in the Mitzvah Garden under the leadership of Larry Gottlieb. 
For many years, he volunteered one morning a week in the four-year-old class at the Nursery School until the start 
of the Covid pandemic. He misses his role as Grandpa Joe and the special relationships that he formed with the 
children. 

Small children grow up and sometimes move away. Lisa now lives in Florida, where she works as a Manager of 
Reporting and Visualization for the University of Central Florida. Neil lives in San Miguel de Allende, Mexico, where 
he has his own business. Barbara and Joe have traveled, especially to warm places during the winter. Their last  
foreign trip, from which they returned just before the pandemic, was to Thailand, Borneo, and Malaysia. 

Joe sends his congratulations to his fellow honorees, Heidi and Steven Kreit, and David Horton. It is a pleasure 
to be sharing this evening with them. 

Thank you to all who helped clean up and ready the  
Mitzvah Garden for the 2022 season. We are officially open!

GALA Continued from previoius page

As the season begins, our Nursery School,  
Religious School, and Youth Group kids help  
our congregant volunteers plant and harvest  
vegetables. It is all donated to a local soup 

kitchen – a beautiful experience for all! 
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Movie Night – SAVE THE DATE!   
�   Wednesday, May 11 at 7:45 pm  
in the upstairs Board Room 

The Wedding Plan a wonderful Israeli film 

When her fiancé bows out on the 
eve of her wedding, Michal refuses 
to cancel the wedding arrange-
ments. An Orthodox Jew, she in-
sists that God will supply her a 
husband. And the clock ticks 
down…. 

Come and see Orthodox life in Israel from a different point 
of view! (Shtisel lovers will especially appreciate this film!)

Celebrate Yom Ha’atzmaut  
with HERJC   

�   Friday night,  
April 29 
at 6:30 pm 

A festive Kabbalat 
Shabbat service  
celebrating Israel  
at 74! 

Featuring Israeli tunes, special musical guests,  
and a light Israeli dinner following the service.

A Community Observance of Yom HaShoah
�   Wednesday, April 27, 7:30 pm 
Congregation Sons of Israel, 111 Irving Place, Woodmere, NY  

We will pay tribute to the six million martyrs through 
readings, musical selections, a moving candlelight-
ing ceremony, and an address entitled, “How the 
Holocaust will be Remembered a Century from 
Now” by Rabbi Avi Weiss. 

This program, which is free of charge and open to 
the entire community, is co-sponsored by Congre-
gation Sons of Israel, Hewlett-East Rockaway Jewish 
Centre, Oceanside Jewish Center, Temple Beth El, 
Temple Hillel and The Sephardic Temple.

Rabbi Avi Weiss is the founding rabbi of the Hebrew Institute of Riverdale - the Bayit, a congregation 
of 850 families in Bronx, New York, and founder of Yeshivat Chovevei Torah and Yeshivat Maharat 
Rabbinical Schools. He is also the co-founder of the International Rabbinic Fellowship (IRF). Rav 
Avi served as National Chairman of the Student Struggle for Soviet Jewry (SSSJ) from 1982 to 1991 
and subsequently as the National President of AMCHA – the Coalition for Jewish Concerns, raising 
a voice of moral conscience on behalf of the Jewish people and humankind throughout the world. 
He is the author of Women at Prayer: A Halakhic Analysis of Women’s Prayer Groups, Spiritual  
Activism: A Jewish Guide to Leadership and Repairing the World, Open Up the Iron Door: Memoirs 
of a Soviet Jewry Activist and Journey to Open Orthodoxy. He is also the editor of the Haggadah 
for the Yom HaShoah Seder. His new book, Torat Ahavah: Loving Torah will be published this year. 



BEVERLY WACHTEL, Sisterhood President 

Along with the Jewish holidays of Purim, 
Passover, and Shavuot, spring brings 
with it several customary activities for 
Sisterhood and BQLI Region ofWomen’s 
League. 

It is a mitzvah to give gifts of food, 
known as mishloach manot, for the 

holiday of Purim. HERJC Sisterhood once again coordinated 
the tradition for HERJC of delivering the pretty packages 
with ready-to-eat food items for the holiday. We’d like to 
acknowledge those who generously donated to our 2022 
HERJC Shalach Manot. Many thanks to our shul caterer, The 
Saffron Culinary, for donating the hamentashen, Hazzan 

Bonnie Zakarin and the 
Cantors Assembly for 
donating the chocolate 
squares, and Belgian Boys 
for donating the cookies. 
We are delighted that so 
many HERJC members 
participated in this won-
derful tradition! 

Sisterhood’s Book Club 
continues to meet every 

other month. At each session, the book for the next meeting 
is decided. Our next meeting will take place on April 7 at 
8:00 pm on Zoom. We’ll be discussing the book Beautiful 
Country by Qian Julie Wang. If you’re interested in 
participating, contact our Book Club chairperson, Roberta 
Sugarman. 

For important information on our annual Torah Fund 
event, which will be held on Sunday, May 15 at 11:00 am,  
see page 17. 

BQLI Region (Brooklyn, Queens, Long Island) of 
Women’s League holds annual spring events that are open 
to all Sisterhood members. The Woman of Achievement 

Gala will be held on June 16 at 7:00 pm, also on Zoom.  
To receive news from BQLI Region of Women’s League, ask 
me to sign you up for the weekly email. 

We are pleased to announce that HERJC Sisterhood  
will be honoring Charney Greenberg as our Woman of 
Achievement at the BQLI Woman of Achievement Gala.  

Since we did not have a winter issue of Hakol, I’d like to 
take this opportunity to mention a few of the winter 
activities we had and thank a few of the people involved. 
We once again delivered Shabbat bags with challah and 
grape juice to all new and reinstated HERJC members.  
I thank Gail Weinstein, Barbara Kaplan, Miriam Weisbrot, 
and Heidi Kreit for working with me on this. Sisterhood 
Shabbat was once again a success. Ellen Margolin chaired 
this event with the theme “Famous Jewish Women, Past 
and Present.” Sisterhood sponsored the “Kiddush to go,” 
seventeen women had speaking parts and we had 
wonderful attendance at services that morning. Our annual 
BRINGO fundraiser was also a success. We thank Gail 
Weinstein for tracking and sending out the playing cards as 
well as for writing the creative poems to describe the card 
patterns, Heidi Kreit for being the caller, Amy Moritz for 
doing the bookkeeping, and everyone who participated. We 
also thank the volunteers who participated in the HERJC 
Shalach Manot project including Barbara Kaplan, Gail and 
Mel Weinstein, Heidi Kreit, me, and the many people who 
delivered the bags. I would be remiss not to thank Naomi 
Doctor for keeping our books as treasurer, Debbie 
Langendorff for sending out Sisterhood emails as Corres-
ponding Secretary, Matilde Olin for sending Sisterhood 
cards to acknowledge occasions as Social Secretary, and 
Charney Greenberg for taking the minutes as Recording 
Secretary. 

Sisterhood is still in the process of planning our spring 
programming. Be sure to read the weekly HERJC email to 
stay up-to-date on our upcoming activities.

       HERJC Sisterhood 
once again coordinated 
the tradition for HERJC  
of delivering the pretty 
packages with ready- 
to-eat food items for  
the holiday. 

“
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Sisterhood



Sisterhood Events

Sisterhood Book Discussion 
�   Thursday, April 7 at 8:00 pm on Zoom 

Beautiful Country by Qian Julie Wang 

“…When seven-year-old Qian arrives in New York 
City in 1994, she is overwhelmed. In China, her par-
ents were professors; in America, her family is  
“illegal.” Her parents now labor in sweatshops. The 
family is stressed. Qian takes refuge in the library 
and masters the language through books. Slowly, 
she acclimates, but other complications arise.” (Amazon) 

Interested in joining us? Contact Roberta.sugarman@gmail.com.

From Honey to 
Money: the History  
of Candy 
�   Tuesday, April 26 at 8:00 pm, Zoom 

Helene Herman will be speaking about 
the history of Candy. The program is 
free and it will be open to all.  

RSVP to charney420@aol.com. The link 
will be sent to everyone who responds. 

Co sponsored by the Adult Ed committee

save the date – Celebrate the 80th Anniversary of Torah Fund 
�   Sunday, May 15 at 11:00 am 

Our speakers for this year’s event will be Rabino Michel Schlesinger and his wife Juliana, speaking about Jewish life in Brazil
as well as about Rabbi Schlesinger’s experience attending Schechter Rabbinical Seminary in Israel.   

Torah Fund is a project of Women’s League for Conservative Judaism, 
supporting scholarships and projects for the worldwide Conservative/ 
Masorti institutes of higher learning.  Individuals have the opportunity to 
participate in preserving, promoting, and perpetuating Conservative  
Judaism by supporting Torah Fund. This year marks the 80th anniversary of 
the initial Torah Fund Campaign.  Further details to be announced!
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Dear HERJC Friends, 
In January 2014, for the first time in years, I climbed onto a bicycle and started pedaling seriously. In 2021, I cycled over 

7,000 miles; needless to say, a lot has changed. One major component of my annual mileage is a charitable fundraiser in 
Israel, the Israel Ride. And this year, for the sxith time, I’ll ride in Israel’s premier cycling event. Over the course of five days 
in November 2022, I will peddle 365 miles from Jerusalem to Eilat. 

About 200 cyclists will be riding on the 2022 ride, including a number of Long Islanders. We’ll all explore Israel from the 
seat of a bicycle, but also support the work of two important organizations, the Arava Institute for Environmental Studies
(in Israel) and Hazon (here in the US). Both organizations 
have at their Jewish values, environmental sustainability, and 
peace-making dialogue. 

I’ve set a fundraising goal of $10,000, and I could certainly 
use your help. Would you consider making adonation? Any contribution would be greatly appreciated, and all contributions 
are tax deductible. If you’re inclined to help, please follow the “donate” link above to contribute using your credit  
card online. Or, you can make your check payable to “Friends of the Arava Institute” and send it to me at 9 Arthur Drive, 
East Rockaway, NY 11518. I’ll ensure that your check is properly processed. 

Thanks, in advance, for your consideration and support. —Rabbi Lev Herrnson

https://give.israelride.org/LevH2022 



3 NISAN42 NISAN3 4 NISAN5

10 NISAN119 NISAN10

17 NISAN1816 NISAN17 18 NISAN19

April Calendar

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY

8:00 am – Morning Minyan 

7:30 am – Virtual Evening Minyan 

8:00 pm – Executive Committee 
Meeting

9:00 am – Vav Family Project 

9:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

12:00 pm – Kadima & Chaverim 

5:00 pm – Cooking with the Clergy,  
Sweets with Sheryl & Shari 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

8:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

11:00 am – Cooking with the Clergy,  
Breakfast With  

Stefanie Kravitz-Doloboff 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan 

8:00 pm – Board of Ed Meeting

8:00 am – Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

9:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

12:00 pm – Kadima & Chaverim 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

Chol Hamoed Passover 

Schools Closed  

8:00 am – Morning minyan,  
In person & on Zoom 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

Chol Hamoed Passover 

Schools Closed  

8:00 am – Morning minyan,  
In person & on Zoom 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan 

8:00 pm – House Committee Meeting

5 NISAN6

12 NISAN13

19 NISAN20

WEDNESDAY

8:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan 

7:45 pm – Ten to Zen

Nursery School Seders 
8:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

8:45 am – Nursery Burning  
of Chametz 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan 
 7:45 pm – Ten to Zen 

8:00 pm – Cooking with the Clergy,  
Ethel’s family favorite 

chocolate Mousse

Chol Hamoed Passover 

Schools Closed  

8:00 am –  Morning Minyan,  
In person & on Zoom  

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

Passover Day 2 

10:00 am – Passover Service 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

24 NISAN2523 NISAN24 25 NISAN26

8:00 am – Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan 

8:00 pm – Board of Directors  
Meeting,  In Person

8:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan 

8:00 pm – “The History of Candy”  
on Zoom, Sisterhood & Adult Ed

26 NISAN27

8:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Community Yom Hashoah 
Program at Sons of Israel 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

Religious School Closed 

9:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan
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Did you know that you can donate to your Shul while buying anything at Amazon? 

Just go to www.herjc.org and click on the Amazon logo on the lower left hand corner.   
HERJC will get a percentage of anything you buy. It’s never been easier to donate! 

Please tell everyone you know who shops on Amazon to do it via HERJC.ORG!

11 NISAN12

Nursery School Seders 

8:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan 

8:00 pm – Ritual Committee  
on Zoom



6 NISAN7 7 NISAN8 8 NISAN9

13 NISAN14 14 NISAN15 15 NISAN16

20 NISAN21 21 NISAN22 22 NISAN23

THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

8:00 am – Morning Minyan 

6:15 pm – Dinner & Drash 
Grades 7-10 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

8:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

6:00 pm – New & Welcome Back  
Kabbalat Shabbat Service &  Dinner 

6:30 pm – Kabbalat Shabbat Service 

7:10 pm – Candlelighting

9:30 am – Shabbat Service 

Moritz Auf Ruf   

8:10 pm – Havdalah

Fast of the First Born 
Nursery School & Office Closed 
Burn your Chametz by 11:58 am 
8:00 am – Shacharit & Siyyum  

Study Session 
7:17 pm – Candlelighting 

Erev Pesach – First Seder 
No Evening Service –  

Enjoy your Seder! 

Passover Day 1  

10:00 am – Passover Service 

Second Seder 

No Evening Service –  
Enjoy your Seder! 

8:24 pm – Candlelighting

PARASHAT METZORA

Chol Hamoed Passover 

Schools Closed  

8:00 am –  Morning Minyan,  
In person & on Zoom 

6:30 pm – Passover Evening Service 

7:23 pm – Candlelighting

Passover Day 7 

Office & Schools Closed 

9:30 am – Passover Service 

7:24 pm – Candlelighting 

6:30 pm – Kabbalat Shabbat Service

Passover Day 8 

9:30 am – Passover Service 

10:30 am – Yizkor 

8:00 pm – Evening Minyan 

8:25 pm – Havdalah

28 NISAN29 29 NISAN30
PARASHAT ACHAREI MOT

8:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

6:30 pm – Celebrating  
Yom Haatzmaut at Kabbalat Shabbat  

Light Israeli Dinner following Service 

7:32 pm – Candlelighting

9:30 am – Shabbat Service 

8:32 pm – Havdalah

27 NISAN28

8:00 am – Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan 

8:00 pm – Rabbi Schlesinger’s  
Talmud Class

of Events

Nursery School Closed 

Search for Chametz in the evening 

8:00 am – Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

Ba–ruch A–tah Ado–nai  
E–lohei–nu Me–lech  
Ha–olam 
A–Sher Kee–di–shah–noo  
Bi–mitz–vo–tav 
Vi–tzee–va–noo  
Li–had–leek Ner  
Shel Sha–bat. 

Blessed are You,  
Lord our God, 
Ruler of the universe, 
who has hallowed us  
through commandments,  
and has commanded  
us to kindle the  
Shabbat Lights.

Light the Shabbat  
Candles and  
Recite the  
Following Blessing

Candlelighting  
times arenlisted on 
the calendar

1 NISAN2

9:30 am – Shabbat Service 

8:03 pm – Havdalah

PARASHAT TAZRIA

29 ADAR II1

8:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

6:30 pm – Kabbalat Shabbat Service 

7:03 pm – Candlelighting
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May Calendar

8 IYAR97 IYAR8 9 IYAR10

15 IYAR1614 IYAR15 16 IYAR17

22 IYAR2321 IYAR22 23 IYAR24

8:00 am – Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

Mother’s Day 

No Religious School 

9:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

8:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan 

8:00 pm – Ritual Committee

8:00 am – Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan 

8:00 pm – Board of Directors  
Meeting

9:00 am – Yad Project 

9:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

12:00 pm – Kinder Kantors 

12:00 pm – Kadima & Chaverim 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

8:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan 

8:00 pm – House Committee  
Meeting

8:00 am – Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

8:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan 

8:00 pm – House Committee  
Meeting

1 SIVAN31

8:00 am – Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

9:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

12:00-1:30 pm – Kadima & Chaverim 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

29 IYAR30

Memorial Day  

Nursery School & Office Closed 

9:00 am – Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

28 IYAR29

No Religious School 

9:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

1 IYAR229 NISAN1 2 IYAR3

8:00 am – Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan 

8:00 pm – Executive  
Committee Meeting

9:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

12:00 pm – Kadima & Chaverim 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

8:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan 

8:00 pm – Board of Ed Meeting
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SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY
Recycling  

Opportunities 
at HERJC 

The Nursery 
School Collects 

used ink cartridges, cell 
phones and “garbage”  
(which becomes art!),  
such as CLEAN paper  

towel tubes, coffee cans, 
egg crates, baby food 

jars, plastic containers, 
ribbons, wrapping 

paper, wallpaper, but-
tons, trim, yarn, spools, 
fabric, shopping bags 
and anything else you  

can think of! 

  
HERJC Collects  

Batteries! 
Used batteries are  

poisoning our landfills! 
Help save the earth by 

bringing your used  
batteries to the  

synagogue for collection 
and proper recycling. 

  
Small Acts That  

Bring Big Results!



of Events

10 iyar11

17 IYAR18

24 IYAR25

8:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan 

7:45 pm – Movie Night  
“The Wedding Plan”

8:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

8:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

11 IYAR12 12 IYAR13 13 IYAR14

18 IYAR19 19 IYAR20 20 IYAR21

25 IYAR26 26 IYAR27 27 IYAR28

8:00 am – Morning Minyan 

6:15 pm – Dinner & Drash 
Grades 7-10 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

3 IYAR4

8:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

6:00 pm – Nursery Art Show  
Opening 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

4 IYAR5

8:00 am – Morning Minyan 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

8:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

6:30 pm – Kabbalat Shabbat Service 

7:46 pm – Candlelighting

9:30 am – Shabbat Service 

B’nai Mitzvah  
Anna, Brielle; Brian Melzer 

8:46 pm – Havdalah

8:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

6:30 pm – Kabbalat Shabbat Service 

7:53 pm – Candlelighting

9:30 am – Shabbat Service 

Bar Mitzvah: Bennett Franklin 

8:53 pm – Havdalah

PARASHAT BECHUKOTAI

PARASHAT BEHAR

PARASHAT EMOR

5 IYAR6 6 IYAR7

8:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

10:15 am – Nursery School Mothers’  
Day Luncheon, Reception Room 

6:30 pm – Kabbalat Shabbat Service 

7:39 pm – Candlelighting

9:30 am – Shabbat Service 

8:39 pm – Havdalah

8:00 am – Morning Minyan 

7:00 pm – HERJC Gala 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan

Nursery School Closed 

8:00 am – Virtual Morning Minyan 

6:30 pm – Kabbalat Shabbat Service 

7:59 pm – Candlelighting

9:30 am – Shabbat Service 

8:59 pm – Havdalah

Lag Ba’omer 
8:00 am – Morning Minyan 

5:45 pm – Nursery & Religious School 
 Lag Ba’omer Bonfire 

7:30 pm – Virtual Evening Minyan 

8:00 pm – Rabbi Schlesinger’s  
Talmud Class
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WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

PARASHAT KEDOSHIM

Jewish National Fund was established more than 100 
years ago by a small group of leaders. By purchasing 
plots of land, they hoped to establish the groundwork  
for the birth of our nation of Israel.  

Tree Certificates are available for purchase in the  
Nursery Office. Contact Betsy at 599-1169  
or email her at nurseryoffice@herjc.org

OVER 240  
MILLION TREES, 
AND COUNTING! 

www.jnf.org



Nursery School

CHERYL KARP 

Throughout our 42 years of parenting, 
my husband and I have always taught 
our children that one of the greatest 
joys of life is giving of yourself to others. 
There are many ways we chose to 

model this concept and it is only when our two daughters 
entered adulthood that we saw how our teachings had  
truly taken root. During their college years, each volun-
teered in the Nursery School. They have volunteered in 
shelters, geriatric centers, and programs to feed the 
homeless. When a close friend of theirs was hospitalized 
and flown to another state for rehab, they immediately flew 
out to be with them. As my father and mother-in-law began 
to age, they constantly called to check on them. Even as 
my mother in law failed to recognize them, the girls 
continued to pay visits to her. 

We have learned the lesson of Tzedakah from various 
medieval, rabbinic, and early modern sources. We learned 
that “we are obligated to be more scrupulous in fulfilling 
the mitzvah of Tzedakah more than any other positive 
mitzvah, because Tzedakah is a sign of a righteous person.” 
(Maimonides, Hikhot Matanot Aniyim) 

Even during the past two years, as we struggled to 
maintain normalcy in school, Tzedakah was and remains an 
integral part of the Nursery School. 

We collect pennies for patients in hospitals, we have 
entertained and honored our local veterans, we have raised 
money for a family who lost a child, we have brought 
clothing and pharmaceutical supplies to the homeless, 
diapers for unwed mothers, and countless other wonderful 
projects.   

Currently our school has “adopted” a Ukrainian family, 
who together with nine of their ten children, have left the 
Ukraine and are now establishing new roots in Brooklyn. 
With only one suitcase for eleven people, and the clothes 

on their backs, they embarked on a fifty-hour journey to 
safety. In only two days, the Nursery School, with the help 
of the congregation, was able to fulfill their wish list of 
basic necessities. We are now in the process of collecting 
gift cards to help them clothe and feed their children as 
they begin their new life in America. 

In a book I recently read about parenting, the author 
wrote that every moment of every day is the living 
laboratory where your children form their moral under-
pinnings as they model themselves after you, while watch-
ing how you treat people in your life. Help us to teach your 
children a lifelong commitment to helping others by 
showing them, by everyday example, a simple system of 
sharing and giving. The Nursery School works hard to 
continue our many means of “giving’ so we can help the 
children move a little away from their “ego center” stage 
and model for them the joy of giving to others. 

From our home to yours, the entire staff of the Hewlett 
East Rockaway Jewish Centre Nursery School wishes you 
and your family a “Zissen Pesach.”
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art
show

save the date 
Opening wednesday, May 4 

A Tribute to The Great Artists:  
From Masters to Modern 

Harry Laufer 
Education Center



Nursery Events

Nursery “Burning of the Chametz” 

�   April 13, 8:45, in the parking lot 

Seder Plate Live!  

�   The week of April 11  

A very special in school event – we will explore the 

seder plate and learn all about Passover traditions. 

Art Show Grand Opening!  

�   May 4, 6:00 pm    

Special Persons Day Luncheon 

�   May 6 

This is adults only! 

Lag B’Omer   
�   May 19    

Nursery School bonfire with music and dancing!  

Shavuot: No Classes 

�   June 6    

Moving-Up Day  

4-year-old graduation! 

�   June 7 

Join  Us!
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�   May 5  Get onboard the HERJC Express  
as we travel around Israel on a  
trackless train!

help stock the shelves 

Help Stock The Shelves! 
Do you have extra food to share? 
What a nice mitzvah to show you care. 
Just add one more item to your grocery list. 
One small gesture makes a great altruist. 
Bring it to HERJC for others who need it 
Thanks for your help, and community spirit

Here is what we're  
collecting, going forward: 

April – Hot or cold cereal  
& shelf-stable milk 

May – Peanut butter  
(or other nut butters)  
& jelly & shelf-stable milk 

June – Pancake mix  
& syrup, shelf-stable milk
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Youth Groups
REBECCA OSDER 
Reunited and it feels so good!   

It was such a rewarding experience to greet all of the carnival goers 
as we celebrated Purim HERJC style with an amazing carnival and 
a fabulous Megillah reading. I can’t express how wonderful it feels 
to be back in the building for in-person activities. 

We are back in the swing of things with our youth groups and the kids are thrilled to be together again in a strictly social 
setting. Kadima (grades 1-4) and Chaverim (grades 5-7) meet regularly on Sundays after Religious School from 12-1:30.  
I am excited to announce that our youth groups are once again open to non-Religious School students as well. If you have 
a child who is interested in making some new friends within the HERJC community, let me know! 

Our newest Shabbat morning program takes two different programs and blends them into one. Blessings and Bagels 
and Shabbat Yeladim have combined to create Mishpachat Shabbat. This experiential program takes place every Shabbat 
morning at approximately 10:45 (after the Torah reading in the main sanctuary). Please join me in the ballroom for a family 
friendly Torah service. All children will be invited onto the bimah to help lead the concluding prayers.  Everyone will come 
together to enjoy kiddush as a community. This is a great opportunity for your child to put their davening skills into practical 
use. The bagels and cake during kiddush are an extra bonus.  

I look forward to seeing you all soon! 

          Our newest Shabbat 
morning program takes  
two different programs  
and blends them into one. 
Blessings and Bagels and 
Shabbat Yeladim have 
combined to create 
Mishpachat Shabbat.

“

Join Us for an Energizing & Inspiring 

Musical Kabbalat Shabbat Service 

Friday, April 8 at 6:00 pm 

Welcome and bless our new and returning  
HERJC members with Our Dynamic Clergy Team –  
Rabbi Michel Schlesinger & Hazzan Bonnie Zakarin.

Calling All 7th-10th Graders 
Come to Dinner & Drash 
�   Thursdays at 6:15 pm, April 7, and May 12 

Rabbi Schlesinger and Hazzan Zakarin invite  
you to an exciting new program! Over dinner, 
you’ll learn fascinating facts from our tradition. 

RSVP a must: 599-2634

Follow us on Facebook: 

Hewlett-East Rockaway  
Jewish Centre (HERJC) 

HERJC RS 

Hewlett-East Rockaway  
Jewish Centre Nursery School
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Religious School & Youth Events

April 3

Vav family project – Creating an Atarah to adorn their 
Tallitot. Our Vav class will be learning about the Mitzvah 
of Tallis with Rabbi Schlesinger and Hazzan Zakarin,  
following this important discussion, our students will 
create their own Atarah that they can attach to their 
Tallis during their B'nai Mitzvah ceremony. 

April 8 

New Member Dinner.  
An energizing & inspiring 
musical Kabbalat  
Shabbat Service.

May 1 

Yom Ha’atzmaut Celebration 
for all classes. Israel Fair  
celebration including a blue  
& white costume contest and a 
Main Stages Trivia Game Show.

May 1 

Chaverim  
and  
Kadima

May 15 

Chaverim 
and  
Kadima

May 5 

Yad Project. All families are welcome to 
create a one of a kind beaded Yad! We 
would love for all of our participants to 
use their new Yads during our  
Shavuot Torah reading  
on June 5th! 

May 19 

Lag B’Omer Bonfire  
celebration for upper 
grades. Roasting  
marshmallows and  
making delicious smores 
to celebrate Lag B'Omer

May 22 

Chaverim 
and  
Kadima

May 31 

Last day  
of classes  
for lower 
grades

April 10 

Passover Candy Seders. 
Our classes will be  
celebrating Passover as 
a community with our 
own model Seder!

April 10 

Chaverim 
and  
Kadima

April 3 

Chaverim 
and  
Kadima
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Personals
Mazal Tov!
B’nai Mitzvah 
Lauren and Scott Franklin on the  

Bar Mitzvah of their son, Bennett. 
Margo and Jason Melzer on the  

B’nai Mitzvah of their children,  
Anna, Brielle, and Brian. 

Rabbi Michel Schlesinger and Juliana 
on the Bat Mitzvah of their daughter, 
Tamar

Births 
Judy and Allen Frank on the birth of  

their granddaughter, Olivia Layne. 
Barbara Kaplan on the birth of her 

granddaughter, Lyla Sydney  
Ginsberg. 

Zeena Kassel on the birth of her great-
granddaughter, Sloane Harry Waitt. 

Brian Partman on the birth of his  
grandson, Cody Beau, and to aunt 
and uncle, Lois and William Weiner. 

Robin Schwam on the birth of her 
granddaughter, Eloise Harriet. 

Ruthy and Ben Schoenfeld on the  
birth of their daughter. 

Carol and Neal Sckolnick on the birth  
of their granddaughter, Summer  
Rae Medavoy. 

Robin and Steven Toor on the birth  
of their granddaughter, Lila Belle 
Zuckerman. 

Engagements 
Valerie and Abbey Doneger on the  

engagement of their son, Michael,  
to Dominik Garcia, and to  
grandmother, Rita Doneger. 

Debbie and Jeff Langendorff on the  
engagement of their daughter, 
Margot, to Matthew Seidmon,  
and grandmother, Alyce Diamond, 
and aunt, Roberta Diamond. 

Nancy and Paul Levitt on the  
engagement of their daughter, 
Sarah, to Tyler Smith. 

Judith Nysenholc and Ian Herzberg on 
the engagement of their daughter, 
Leah, to Zachary Cohen. 

Rena and Heshy Wolf on the  
engagement of their daughter,  
Bella, to Shlomo Fischer. 

Lori and Marc Zaransky on the  
engagement of their daughter,  
Lindsey, to Jason Rosenthal. 

Marriages 
Laurie and Joseph Brofsky on the  

marriage of their daughter, Emma,  
to Damian Orencel. 

Marilyn and Stanley Cohen on the  
marriage of their grandson, Luke 
Cohen, to Bridgette Fatoorichi. 

Barbara Kaplan on the marriage of her 
daughters, Melanie, to Anthony 
Lorino, and daughter, Lisa, to  
Mike Noss. 

Adrienne and Martin Klein on the  
marriage of their daughter, Lindsey, 
to Zachary Stein. 

Melissa and Paul Kotcher on the  
marriage of their daughter, Brynn,  
to Matthew Grainer, and to grand-
parents, Arline and Jules Kotcher. 

Faye and Lester Stein on the marriage  
of their daughter, Betsy, to Julian 
Fischer. 

And . . . . 
Rebecca and Joshua Baum on their 

daughter, Anneliese, earning a  
perfect score, in the highest level,  
on her NYSSMA Solo evaluation. 

Sarah and Greg Fried on their daughter, 
Alice, earning a perfect score, in the 
highest level, on her NYSSMA Solo 
evaluation. 

Vicki Graber on being selected as an 
Honoree at the Hewlett Hadassah 
Annual Spring Luncheon to be held 
on May 10, 2022. 

Nurit and Boaz Hirshberg on her  
daughter, Adi, being selected as 
the 2021 recipient of the Luigi 
Mastroianni Clinical Innovator Award 
from University of Pennsylvania, 
Perelman School of Medicine,  
recognizing a physician who has 
made significant contributions that 
change medical practice and are  
of major benefit to patient care. 

Debbie Langendorff on being appointed 
to the Board of Directors of the 
Adelphi NY Statewide Breast Cancer 
Hotline & Support Program. 

Audrey and Elliott Polinsky on their son, 
Gabe's achievement as Associate 
Principal Bassist for the Philadel-
phia Orchestra! 

Special Wedding Anniversaries 
• NOVEMBER 2021 
Arline and Jules Kotcher (66) 
Jacqueline and Marvin Welkowitz (40) 
Gail and Mel Weinstein (45) 
• DECEMBER 2021 
Tracy and Gil Ben-Ami (35) 
Irene and Bruce Drantch (45) 
Charney and Chuck Greenberg (54) 
Sandra and Marvin Greenberg (40) 
Joy and Larry Kaminsky (66) 

Harriet and Neil Meixler (64) 
Shari and Brian Silver (25) 
• JANUARY 2022 
Shelley and Arthur Debin (40) 
Myra and Alan Markowitz (62) 
• FEBRUARY 2022 
Rita and Larry Gottlieb (62) 
Joan and Martin Rosen (67) 
Lori and Marc Zaransky (30) 
• MARCH 2022 
Lesli and Andrew Deninno (20) 
Liz and Harold Kislik (40) 
• APRIL 2022 
Leslie and Leonard Blankopf (25) 
Debbie and Jeff Langendorff (35) 
Rebecca and Kenny Osder (20) 

Special Birthdays 
• NOVEMBER 2021 
Ellen Abelove           Joseph Brofsky 
Gil Ben-Ami             Arnold Gordon 
Nina Beno               Mark Hoorwitz 
Lorraine Berman      Andrew Weingarten 
• DECEMBER 2021 
Bruce Mirkin 
• JANUARY 2022 
Martin Gevarter        Pamela Margolis 
Charles Greenberg   Alex Scheinfeld 
David Kirsch            Gary Sebold 
Gary Krull 
• FEBRUARY 2022 
Jay Alweis                David Kurz 
James Borzumato     Melvin Weinstein 
• MARCH 2022 
Eleanor Feingold      Marc Kemp 
Mark Hirschorn         Jonathan Kurz 
• APRIL 2022 
Tracy Ben-Ami          Loretta Hagler 
Stanley Cohen          Jerry Hauser 
Barbara Cooper        Steven Kaufman 
Norman Doctor        Joan Laufer 
Elise Gang               Lester Pollack 
Marcia Goldberg       Margo Melzer 
Vicki Graber             Meryle Samuels 
Alan Hagler              Joel Wecksell 

Simcha Leaves on 
Our Tree of Life   
The Keiths in honor of Shelley and 

Arthur Debin celebrating their  
40th wedding anniversary. 

Stuart and Stefanie Doloboff in honor  
of their grandson, Benjamin  
Caleb Dagan. 

In honor of Cheryl Karp with love and 
appreciation for her dedication to 
HERJC. 

Zeena Kassel in honor of the birth of  
her great-granddaughter, Sloane 
Harry Waitt. 

Memorial Plaque 
Elaine & Brett Garver in memory of 

Brett’s grandmother, Carol Gross. 
Deborah and Stuart Polokoff in memory 

of Deborah’s mother, Fern C. Zeitlin.

Condolences
Linda Burton on the loss of her father, 

Dr. Allen Parks. 
Andrew Deninno on the loss of his 

mother, Evelyn. 
Anita Friedman on the loss of her hus-

band, Richard, our esteemed mem-
ber. 

Nancy Goldschmidt on the loss of her 
father-in-law, Henry. 

Mark Hoorwitz on the loss of his mother, 
Marion. 

Mark Kahn on the loss of his father, 
Alvin Kahn. 

Steven Kaufman & Lois Kemp on the 
loss of their mother, Joan. 

Lauren Mirkin on the loss of her mother, 
Lauren. 

Deborah Polokoff on the loss of her 
mother, Fern Carol Zeitlin. 

Amy Pomponio on the loss of her father, 
Steve Brass. 

James Reynolds on the loss of his 
brother, Sam Von, and sister-in-law, 
Juanette. 

Carol Rubinstein on the loss of her  
sister, Judith Levine. 

Robin Schwam on the loss of her 
mother, Harriet Weiss. 

Beverly Wachtel on the loss of her 
mother, Theda Okun. 

In Memoriam
We Mourn Our Loss  

in the Passing of Our Members 

MARK FETNER 
RICHARD FRIEDMAN 

Our Sincere Sympathy and  
Condolences to Their Families  

in Their Bereavement 

Personals  
and Donations
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Funds
The Congregation gratefully acknowl-
edges the following contributions which 
were received by Wed., March 9, 2022

Chesed Fund
Anita and Sy Zaret in memory of Arlene, 

sister of Fran Frank. 
Anita and Sy Zaret in memory of  

Kenneth Liebowitz. 
Anita and Sy Zaret in memory of  

Vivian Nash. 
Anita and Sy Zaret in memory of  

Theda Okun. 

Hazzan’s Music Fund
Anita Friedman in appreciation of  

Hazzan Zakarin’s caring and  
compassion during my famlies  
time of bereavement. 

The Harrows in honor of Heshel  
Zakarin’s birthday. 

Charney and Chuck Greenberg in  
memory of Theda Okun. 

Lisa and Ken Kornblau in memory  
of Joan Kaufman. 

Jane and Marty Lesser in honor of Gabe, 
son of Audrey and Elliott Polinsky 
being an Associate Principal Bassist 
with the Philadelphia Orchestra. 

Marsha and Larry Miller in memory of 
Fern Zeitlin. 

Audrey and Elliott Polinksy in memory  
of Steve Brass. 

Carol Rubinstein in memory of her  
husband, Milton. 

Gail and Mel Weinstein in memory of 
Theda Okun. 

Education Fund
Lisa and Edmund Cohen in honor of 

Rita and Larry Gottlieb celebrating 
their 62nd anniversary. 

Lisa and Edmund Cohen in honor of the 
birth of Lyla Sydney, granddaughter 
of Barbara Kaplan. 

Naomi and Norman Doctor in honor  
of Joe Brofsky’s special birthday. 

Naomi and Norman Doctors in honor  
of Liz and Harold Kislik’s 40  
anniversary. 

Pam and Dan Gerstman in honor of 
Jay Alweis’s special birthday. 

Pam and Dan Gerstman in honor of  
Gil Ben-Ami’s special birthday. 

Pam and Dan Gerstman in honor of 
Nina Beno’s special birthday. 

Pam and Dan Gerstman in honor of the 
aufruf of Lisa, daughter of Barbara 
Kaplan, to Mike Noss. 

Pam and Dan Gerstman in honor of  
Rita and Larry Gottlieb celebrating 
their 62nd anniversary. 

Pam and Dan Gerstman in honor of the 
birth of Lyla Sydney, granddaughter 
of Barbara Kaplan. 

Pam and Dan Gerstman in honor of 
Debbie Langendorff being appointed 
to the Board of Directors. 

Terri and Steven Gold in honor of Alex 
Scheinfeld’s birthday. 

Naomi and Norman Doctor in memory 
of Norman’s sister, Linda Fisch and 
his brother, Joseph. 

Susan Fishler in memory of Fern Zeitlin. 
Lisa Hoffman in memory of Steve Brass. 
Audrey and Elliott Polinsky in memory  

of Joyce Landau. 
Joan and Donald Schaeffer in memory 

of Dr. Alvin Kahn. 
In Memory of Richard Friedman 

Linda and David Burton 
Pam and Dan Gerstman 
Judy and Steven Herbst 

In Memory of Joan Kaufman 
Naomi and Norman Doctor 
Pam and Dan Gerstman 
Zeena Kassel 
Nancy and Steven Stern 

In Memory of Theda Okun 
Lisa and Edmund Cohen 
Naomi and Norman Doctor 
Pam and Dan Gerstman 
Lisa and Michael Greenberg 
Judy and Steven Herbst 
Roberta and Stuart Sugarman 

Elson Memorial Fund
Ronne and Arthur Goldberg in  

memory of Theda Okun. 

Nursery School Fund
Judy and Allen Frank in honor of the 

birth of their granddaughter,  
Olivia Layne. 

Adrienne and Marty Klein in honor of 
the wedding of their daughter,  
Lindsey to Zachary Stein. 

Jane and Marty Lesser in honor of  
the birth of Eloise Harriet.  
granddaughter of Robin Schwam. 

Carol Rubinstein in honor of the birth of 
Poppy Charlotte, granddaughter of 
Mindi and Howard Weinstein. 

Nancy and Michael Rehns in memory  
of Theda Okun. 

Nancy and Michael Rehns in memory  
of Sam Von and Juanette Reynolds. 

Carol Rubinstein in memory of her  
father-in-law, Louis. 

In Memory of Harriet Weiss 
Laurie and Joe Brofsky 
Lisa and Edmund Cohen 
Naomi and Norman Doctor 
Cheryl and Todd Graber 

Prayer Book Fund
Marilyn and Stan Cohen in honor of  

Harriet and Neil Meixler celebrating 
their 64th anniversary. 

The Becker Family in memory of  
Ellen Glick. 

Linda and David Burton in memory of 
Richard Burton. 

Marsha and Larry Miller in memory of 
Richard Friedman. 

Debbie and Stuart Weinberg in memory 
of Harriet and Alex Weiss. 

In Memory of Joan Kaufman 
Linda and David Burton 
Marilyn and Stan Cohen 
Valerie and Abby Doneger 
Audrey and Elliott Polinsky 

In Memory of Theda Okun 
Linda and David Burton 

Marilyn and Stan Cohen 
Debbie and Jeff Langendorff 
Denise and Bob Sher 

Rabbi’s 
Discretionary Fund   
Irene and Bruce Drantch in appreciation 

of Rabbi Schlesinger. 
Anita Friedman in appreciation of  

Rabbi Schlesinger’s caring and  
compassion during my families time 
of bereavement. 

Charney and Chuck Greenberg in honor 
of celebrating their 54th anniversary. 

Daniela and Ralph Horn in honor of 
Stephanie’s wedding. 

Elaine and Tara Kaplan in honor of the 
birth of Lyla, granddaughter of  
Barbara Kaplan. 

Adrienne and Martin Klein in honor of 
the forthcoming marriage of their 
daughter Lindsey to Zachary Stein. 

The Meshman Family in appreciation  
of Rabbi Schlesinger’s wonderful 
Thanksgiving message. 

Lauren and Daniel Mirkin in  
appreciation of the kind  
announcment of the passing of  
Lauren’s mother, Joyce Landau. 

Barbara and Joe Sklar in honor of the 
marriage of Lisa, daughter of  
Barbara Kaplan, to Mike Noss. 

Barbara and Joe Sklar in honor of  
Gabe, son of Audrey and Elliott 
Polinsky, for his achievement as  
Associate Bassist for the  
Philadelphia Orchestra. 

Marsha Becker in memory of her  
father-in-law, Harry and her  
brother-in-law, David. 

Lisa and Edmund Cohen in memory  
of Artie Mintz. 

Lisa and Edmund Cohen in memory  
of Rabbi Platek. 

Lisa and Edmund Cohen in memory  
of Lisa’s mother, Sylvia Sonenthal. 

Charney and Chuck Greenberg in  
memory of Chuck’s mother, Violet. 

Ora and David Kirsch in memory of 
Joyce Landau. 

Debbie and Jeff Langendorff in meory  
of Dr. Alvin Kahn. 

Debbie and Jeff Langendorff in memory 
of Joan Kaufman. 

Shelley Silver in memory of Gary Weitz’ 
father. 

Barbara Sklar in memory of her mother, 
Miriam Kessin. 

Faye and Lester Stein in memory of  
Joan Kaufman. 

In Memory of Richard Friedman 
Aleta and Ariel Grunberg 
Debbie and Jeff Langendorff  
Robin and Ben Mintz 
Debbie and Stuart Polokoff 
Nora and Jack Skiba 
Bonnie and Jerry Solomon 
Cheryl and Jeffrey Strom 
Nancy and Scott Wachs 
Gail and Mel Weinstein 

In Memory of Theda Okun 
Audrey and Elliott Polinsky 
Nora and Jack Skiba 
Miriam and Howard Weisbrod 
Mindi Weinstein 

General 
Synagogue Fund  
Ronne and Arthur Goldberg in honor  

the marriages of Barbara Kaplan’s 
children. 

Sydell Rothafel in honor of the aufruf  
of Lisa, daughter of Barbara Kaplan. 

Nora and Jack Skiba in appreciation of 
Rabbi Schlesinger. 

Barbara and Joe Sklar in honor of the 
birth of Lyla, granddaughter of  
Barbara Kaplan. 

Pearl Aarons in memory of her parents, 
Molly and Max Gaslow. 

Susan and Stanley Alt in memory of 
Stanley’s parents, Dorothy and  
Mannie. 

Ruth Balkin in memory of her  
grandmother, Yetta Cohen and  
sister-in-law, Iva. 

Sheryl Behar in memory of her mother, 
Ethel Wiederspiel. 

Paula Belmont in memory of her  
husband, Jim. 

Nina Beno in memory of her grand-
mother, Syd Brown. 

Nancy Benson in memory of her father, 
Sidney Lippman. 

Joan Berkowitz in memory of her 
mother-in-law and father-in-law, 
Libby and Joseph. 

Lorraine Berman in memory of her  
husband, Joel and her mother, Helen 
Artzt and her mother-in-law and  
father in law, Sally and Meyer. 

Dora Burstein in memory of her father, 
Max Lassinger. 

David Burton in memory of his father, 
Paul.  

Stanley Cohen in memory of his aunt, 
Beatrice Sklamberg. 

Elyse Coleman in memory of her father-
in-law, David. 

Barbara Cooper in memory of her 
mother, Tessie Sass and her  
grandmother, Bessie Sass. 

Shelley Debin in memory of her father, 
William Ritholtz.  

Alyce Diamond in memory of her father, 
Louis Landesman. 

Yosef Dlugacz in memory of his parents, 
Chaya and Eliezer. 

Naomi Doctor in memory of her father, 
Frank Stern. 

Norman Doctor in memory of his father, 
Louis. 

Shari Doloboff in memory of Joyce  
Landau. 

Richard Drillich in memory of his 
mother, Evelyn. 

Marty Eidelstein in memory of his 
mother, Alice. 

Irene Farber in memory of her father, 
Isidore Glasstein and her  
father-in-law, Sol. 

Hollis Farberman in memory of her 
mother-in-law, Clara. 

Eleanor Feingold in memory of her  
husband, Roger 

Sandy Feit in memory of his wife, 
Tamara and his uncle, Philip  
Hershenov. 

Roberta Feldman in memory of her 
mother, Hattie Kaplan. 
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Sanford Feldman in memory of his 
grandfather, Solomon. 

Sherry Friedman in memory of her 
mother, Gertrude Taishoff and her 
sister, Francine Taishoff. 

Eileen Gevarter in memory of her 
mother-in-law, Freda. 

Martin Gevarter in memory of his mother 
Freda. 

Arthur Goldberg in memory of his father, 
Nathan. 

Marc Goldberg in memory of his father, 
Paul. 

Ronne Goldberg in memory of her  
father, Louis Isaacson. 

Sharon Golden in memory of her  
husband, Michael. 

Lauren Goldstein in memory of her  
parents, Toby and Samuel Levine. 

Lynne Gordon in memory of her father, 
Sam Anstendig. 

Rita Gottlieb in memory of her father, 
Philip Barsky. 

Lawrence Gottlieb in memory of his  
father, Alex. 

Sandra Greenberg in memory of her 
mother, Helen Benin. 

Sharon Gross in memory of her father, 
Sam Calderon. 

Sheldon Gross in memory of his brother, 
Ira.  

Aleta Grunberg in memory of her father, 
Max Schwartz. 

Ariel Grunberg in memory of his father, 
Zvi. 

Sylvia Gutenplan in memory of her 
mother-in-law and father-in-law, 
Frieda and Nathan. 

Madeline and Keith Harrow in memory 
of Steve Brass. 

Judy Herbst in memory of her sister,  
Helene Sterkin. 

Steven Herbst in memory of his father, 
Sidney. 

Lisa Berkowitz Herrnson in memory of 
her father, Harold Grill. 

Mark Hoorwitz in memory of his father, 
Bernard. 

Rita Horbar in memory of her father, 
Max Finkelson. 

Linda Itzkovitz in memory of her father, 
George Klomberg. 

Harry Itzkovitz in memory of his father, 
Isadore. 

Marc Ivler in memory of his father, 
Myron. 

Steven Kalka in memory of his father, 
Louis. 

Larry Kaminsky in memory of his father, 
Barney and his cousin, Phyllis 
Lenkofsky. 

Barbara Kaplan in memory of her 
brother, Larry Kirschenbaum. 

Cheryl Karp in memory of her mother, 
Estelle Berzansky. 

Betsy Kass in memory of her husband, 
Elliot. 

Ira Katz in memory of his parents,  
Beatrice and David and his  
father-in-law, Philip Schnitzer. 

Martin Klein in memory of his uncle, 
Nathan Klein. 

Rochelle Knobloch in memory of her 
mother, Sylvia Turkel. 

Arline and Jules Kotcher in memory of 
Joan Kaufman. 

Heidi and Steven Kreit in memory of 
Steve Brass. 

Heidi and Steven Kreit in memory of 
Joan Kaufman. 

Gerald Krevans in memory of his 
mother, Julia. 

Selma Krevans on memory of her 
mother, Kate Shear. 

Mark Kurot in memory of his father, 
Lawrence and of loved ones,  
Charlotte and Isidore Lax. 

Tamara Lamon in memory of her 
mother, Mary Garay. 

Michael Leinwand in memory of his  
father, Joseph. 

Jane and Marty Lesser in memory of 
Sam Von and Juanette Reynolds. 

Jeffrey Levitt in memory of his parents, 
Lillian and Sidney. 

Meridith Logvin in memory of her  
grandfather, Daniel Plesser. 

Myra Markowitz in memory of her 
nephew, Jason Dobin. 

Stuart Markowitz in memory of his 
cousin, Jason Dobin. 

Tova Markowitz in memory of her 
mother, Louise Abrams. 

Audrey Marrus in memory of her father, 
Herbert Lord. 

Harriet Meixler in memory of her par-
ents, Adeline and Michael Weiner. 

Judith Mintz in memory of her husband, 
Artie and her mother-in-law, Sylvia. 

Ruth Nodiff in memory of her husband, 
Jack and sister-in-law, Gladys  
Filmus. 

Allen Ostroff in memory of his father,  
Irving. 

Lenore Ostroff in memory of her  
parents, May and Alexander  
Weinman. 

Jack Pearlman in memory of his  
grandmother, Pauline. 

Ronnie Pinquist in memory of her father, 
Irving Seckler. 

Asher Platt in memory of his mother, 
Dorothy. 

Laurie Platt in memory of her  
grandmother, Anna Pasternack and 
grandfathers, Joseph Kalikow and 
Joseph Paster. 

Hannah Plotkin in memory of her 
brother, Jerry Weston. 

Lester Pollack in memory of his  
father-in-law, David Davis. 

Amy Pomponio in memory of her  
grandfather, Irving Greenbaum. 

Barbara Rappaport in memory of her 
grandfather, David Stern 

Kenneth Rappaport in memory of his  
father, Abraham. 

Nancy Rose in memory of her mother, 
Maxine Talkov. 

Joan Rosen in memory of her parents, 
Beatrice and Al G. Rosenblum. 

Martin Rosen in memory of his father, 
Irving and his brother, Leon. 

Rosalie Roth in memory of her father, 
Milton Paulenoff. 

Sydell Rothafel in memory of her  
husband, Arthur and her  
mother-in-law, Dorothy. 

Leonard Russin in memory of his 
mother, Mollie. 

Joan Schaeffer in memory of her 
mother, Florence Behr and her 
brother, Bruce Behr. 

Donald Schaeffer in memory of his 
grandmother, Annie. 

Ellen Schieren in memory of her mother, 
Helen Commike. 

David Schott in memory of his father, 
Julius and his grandmother,  
Henrietta. 

Marlene Schulman in memory of her 
grandmother, Rose Custer. 

Gary Sebold in memory of his mother-
in-law and his father-in-law,  
Frieda and Nathan Wolk. 

Anita Segal in memory of her father-in-
law, Joseph. 

Bob Sher in memory of his father, 
Arnold. 

Harriette Shiffman in memory of her  
father, Irving Steinman, 

Shari Silver in memory of her mother, 
Ethel Wiederspiel. 

Esther Silverman in memory of her 
mother, Goldie Nestor, her son, 
Arthur and her sister, Seyma  
Dachowitz. 

Arlene Silverstein in memory of her  
father, Leon Kornbluth. 

Nora Skiba in memory of her father,  
Carl Slatkin. 

Barbara Sklar in memory of her mother, 
Miriam Kessin. 

Lester Stein in memory of his mother, 
Bernice. 

Roberta Sugarman in memory of her  
father, David Bender and her 
brother, Lyndon Bender. 

Stuart Sugarman in memory of his 
mother, Sylvia. 

Evan Tannor in memory of his mother, 
Norma. 

Ilene Tannor in memory of her father, 
Martin Bernstein. 

Carole Tolkin in memory of her father, 
Abraham Lehrer. 

Allan Trompeter in memory of his sister, 
Doris Kipilman. 

Nancy Wachs in memory of her mother, 
Joan Baum. 

Leonard Weilgus in memory of his 
mother, Rose. 

Jane and Mitchell Weingrad in memory 
of Jane’s mother, Ruth Joffe. 

Ilene Wilensky in memory of her mother, 
Lenore Beaver. 

Anita Zaret in memory of her parents, 
Sylvia and Jacob Levy. 

Nancy Zuckerman in memory of her  
father, Stanley Rolnick. 

In Memory of Richard Friedman 
Ellen and Laurence Abelove 
Naomi and Norman Doctor 
Irene and Bruce Drantch 
Allen and Sharon Greenwald 
Jane and Marty Lesser 

In Memory of Theda Okun 
Irene and Bruce Drantch 
Heidi and Steven Kreit 
Liz and Mitch Podgorsky

Monday, April 4, 7:30 pm, Virtual

Join us for a “can’t miss” virtual  
live celebration for all ages.  
We’ll also celebrate our community’s 
generosity is support of UJA. 

Register at www.ujafedny.org/broadway-stars 
HERJC co-chairs: Robin & Mark Hoorwitz
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HERJC HAD AN EXCEPTIONALLY FESTIVE PURIM THIS YEAR!!! 
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Yahzeits

The Yahrzeit of the following 
beloved relatives of our 
members will be observed 
during the next few weeks. 
It is especially fitting and 
proper that the members of 
the family be present at the 
appropriate Service to ob-
serve this occasion.
4/1 – 29 Adar II 
Nora Klein 
4/2 – 1 Nisan 
Caroline Katz 
Bonnie Katz 
Howard Platzker 
4/3 – 2 Nisan 
Benet Doloboff 
4/4 – 3 Nisan 
Laura O. Greenbaum 
Lillian Sandler 
Tessie Sass 
Minnie Sklarsky 
Morris Weintraub 
Edward Wiederspiel 
4/5 – 4 Nisan 
Hyman Graber 
Michael Liebman  
Robert Spielman 
4/6 – 5 Nisan 
Ruth Silver 
Sally Sparer 
Herman Zuckerman 
4/7 – 6 Nisan 
Gerda Langendorff 
Dr. Max Weiner  
Rita Winograd 
4/8 – 7 Nisan 
Allan Marrus 
Anna Reikes Wilk 
4/9 – 8 Nisan 
Fanny Cassoff 
Samuel Rubinger 
4/10 – 9 Nisan 
Sidney Debin 
Bernard Harold Mintz 
4/11 – 10 Nisan 
Solomon Artzt 
Phyllis E. Julien 
4/12 – 11 Nisan 
Oscar L. Goldstein  
Samuel Horne 
Nat Tarab 
4/13 – 12 Nisan 
Helen Debin 
Arlene Pollack 
Gussie Steinberg 
4/14 – 13 Nisan 
Dena Belmont 
Tillie Levitt 
Irene Schaeffer 
4/15 – 14 Nisan 
Abraham Altus 
Mary Eisenberg 
Max Schwartz 
Norman L. Schwartz 
4/16 – 15 Nisan 
Donald Finkelstein 
Marvin Polinsky 

Belle Toor 
4/17 – 16 Nisan 
Seymour Drantch 
Leonard Frank 
Max Silverman 
4/18 – 17 Nisan 
Edward “Terry” Davison 
Sayde Fener 
Edna Friedman Heller 
James J. Kandel 
Harvey Meyer 
Connie Skolnick 
4/20 – 19 Nisan 
Joseph Skiba 
Ruth Stern 
4/21 – 20 Nisan 
Reuben Gorobetz 
Oscar Margolis 
Sylvia Klein Olkin 
4/22 – 21 Nisan 
Emanuel Rubinger 
4/23 – 22 Nisan 
Charles Aronowitz 
Jacob Bruh 
Carol Feldman 
Eugene Gluck 
Janet Spindell 
4/24 – 23 Nisan 
Ethel Esses Cohen 
Walter Herzberg 
David Jablon 
Martin Kaufman 
Nathan Silver 
4/25 – 24 Nisan 
Irwin Heit 
May Schneider Raffelson 
Frances Sckolnick 
Frances Helen Trompeter 
4/26 – 25 Nisan 
Esther Barashick 
Sammy Beno 
Hyman Gold 
Jay Samuels 
Marvin Schiffman 
4/27 – 26 Nisan 
Saul Gevarter 
Rose Ginsberg 
Isaac Kirschenbaum 
Rita Price 
4/28 – 27 Nisan 
Harriet Golden 
Stanley Howard Levin 
Linda Solomon 
4/29 – 28 Nisan 
Irving Brofsky 
Noel Roberts 
4/30 – 29 Nisan 
Arnold Garay 
Murray Mintz 
Lester Steinberg 
5/1 – 30 Nisan 
Alan Estrin 
Sylvia Hellenbrand 
Lillian Kalikow Rosenzweig 
5/3 – 2 Iyar 
Ruth Markowitz 
Beatrice Schiffman 
Jacob Steinberg 
5/4 – 3 Iyar 

Lily Bondy 
Janet Goldberg 
Alice Roth 
5/5 – 4 Iyar 
Bernard Alt 
Marvin Goodman 
Charles Retish 
Sarah Retish 
Louis Zuckerberg 
5/6 – 5 Iyar 
Herbert Brooks 
Phyllis Hoffman 
Alexander Oppenheim 
5/7 – 6 Iyar 
Esther Feldsott 
Simon Klein 
Erick Liebenstein 
5/8 - 7 Iyar 
Bernard Cramer 
Irving Davis 
David Kislik 
Howard Weintraub 
5/9 – 8 Iyar 
Carol Gross 
Morton Irwin Julien 
Milton Kurz 
Leanore Levine Pollitt 
5/10 – 9 Iyar 
Sidney Kalikow 
Howard Kshonz 
Rhoda Nadrich 
Alys Platek  
Tova Sabag 
5/11 – 10 Iyar 
Victoria Fader 
Stanley Kevelson 
Lester Sebold 
5/12 – 11 Iyar 
Norman Jules Greenberg 
Hannah Isaacson 
Carl Karcinell 
Rose Portugal 
5/13 – 12 Iyar 
Max Blaustein 
Ethel Herman 
Orrin Skolnick 
Hyman Zeitlin 
5/14 – 13 Iyar 
Ruth Kaufman 
5/15 – 14 Iyar 
Florence Baker 
Allen Skolnick 
5/16 – 15 Iyar 
Ruth Kornbluth 
Walter (Bill) Lieblein  
Frieda Morris 
Louis Shiffman 
5/17 – 16 Iyar 
Harry Bondy 
Irving Mandell 
David Sacksner 
5/18 – 17 Iyar 
Hy Gerstman 
5/19 – 18 Iyar 
Albert Goldman 
Sylvia Herbst 
Daniel Laufer 
Philip Menchel 
Saul Rubinfeld 

Lori Schneider 
Howard Silver 
5/20 – 19 Iyar 
Renee Berman 
5/21 – 20 Iyar 
Samuel Cassoff 
Lois Grinker 
Stuart Weilgus 
Cheryl Barrie Weingarten 
5/22 - 21 Iyar 
Sarah Kaminsky 
5/23 – 22 Iyar 
Ethel Buchman 
Jack Kravitz 
Riva Skiba 
5/25 – 24 Iyar 
Robert Olive 
5/26 – 25 Iyar 
Edward Skiba 
Estelle Steinman 
5/27 – 26 Iyar 
Carolyn Joy Altus 
Lillian Altus 
Isidore Feit 
Fredric Suser 
Deana Shelly Underweiser 
Ephraim Weiss 
5/28 – 27 Iyar 
David Ben–Ami 
Leo Oltchick 
Elias Weiner 
5/29 – 28 Iyar 
Isaac Laufer 
5/30 – 29 Iyar 
Louis Meyer 
Abraham Reichman 
Isadore Roth 
5/31 – 1 Sivan 
Nathan Lebovitz 
Peter Nash 
Deral E. Willis 
6/1 – 2 Sivan 
Jerome Cooper 
Nicholas Sklar  
Lawrence Ungarten 
6/2 – 3 Sivan 
Irving Krasne 
6/3 – 4 Sivan 
Alfred Stier 
Julia Zaretsky 
6/4 – 5 Sivan 
Philip Davidson 
Benjamin Geiver  
Louis Siegel 
6/5 – 6 Sivan 
Lenore Davidson 
Ed Fishman  
Ruben Gross 
Abraham Kassel 
Leslie Zaransky 
6/6 – 7 Sivan 
Esther Halbridge 
Kate Polonsky 
Irene Shaham 
6/7 – 8 Sivan 
Goldie Feinberg 
Rose Jaskol 
6/8 – 9 Sivan 
Deanna Abrevaya 
Michael Cohen 

Shaya Jeros 
Frances Schieren 
6/9–10 Sivan 
Elissa Queen 
Blanche Schwartz 
6/10 – 11 Sivan 
Murray Platt 
Elayne Zaransky 
6/11 – 12 Sivan 
Allyson Rosenblatt 
6/12 - 13 Sivan 
Stephen Shaham 
6/14 – 15 Sivan 
Susan Haskell 
Morton Lesser 
6/15 – 16 Sivan 
Abraham Goldberg 
Doris Peckerman 
6/16 – 17 Sivan 
Frank Baigel 
Edith Katz 
Rose Sher 
6/17 – 18 Sivan 
Francine Abrevaya 
Mildred Katz  
Judy Kelmenson 
Harvey Lipton 
6/18 – 19 Sivan 
Ida Rubinstein 
Leonard Weingarten 
6/19 - 20 Sivan 
Charles Silverstein 
6/22 - 23 Sivan 
Nathan Cassoff 
Mera Goorian 
Aaron Matthew Melzer 
6/23 – 24 Sivan 
Samuel Beldner 
Edith Greenstein 
Robert Sheinberg 
Abraham Wilk 
6/24 – 25 Sivan 
Max Blankopf 
Nathan Breen 
Anna Green 
Helen Levine 
Joseph Rothafel 
6/25/2022 – 26 Sivan 
Irwin Cohen 
Anna Kassel 
6/26 – 27 Sivan 
Martin Goldstein 
6/27 – 28 Sivan 
Ralph Carron 
Abraham Tamaroff 
Rose Wallshein 
6/28 – 29 Sivan 
Leonard Harvey 
Blanche Isaacson Pullman 
Sonja Kahn 
6/29 – 30 Sivan 
Claire Lurie 
Rose Zeitlin 
6/30 – 1 Tammuz 
Mortimer Cohen 
Rand Skolnick 
  



Cat Care While You’re Away! • Cheryl • 516-375-0424 

Lynbrook • Valley Stream • Five Towns • RVC • Oceanside • Malverne 

- -

SALES • SERVICE • INSTALLATIONS 
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Services we offer: central air conditioning and  
Forced hot air heating, ductless systems, humidifiers, 
dehumidifiers, electronic air cleaners, gas hot water 
heaters, ductwork, new installation, routine mainte-
nance, repair, weekend service, service contracts

21 Ryder Place, East Rockaway 

516–593–0888 
Email: amcoolair@aol.com 
Licensed & Insured • Nate Certified Technicians

37th anniversary (1983– 2020)

Free estimates • Financing available

Elaine Garver, D.M.D. • Bradley S. Portenoy, D.D.S. 
www.signaturedentistryofrockvillecentre.com

WALL’S 
BAKERY 

1336 Broadway 
Hewlett 

516–374–3771
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Periodical 

Paid at East Rockaway, New York 

Publication No. 233120

Hewlett–East Rockaway Jewish Centre 
Congregation Etz Chaim 
295 Main Street  
East Rockaway NY 11518

Cosmetic • General • Implant Dentistry 
House and Hospital Calls 
Denture Lab on Premises 

Todd Kshonz, D.D.S., P.C.
Personalized Dental Care  

for the Entire Family! 

516–823–3333 
142 Union Avenue, Lynbrook, NY 11563 

Emergency Service • 24 hrs / 7 days a week 

Boulevard-Riverside Chapels 

1450 Broadway 
Hewlett, New York 11557 

(516) 295-3100 

Director and Location Manager: Michael A. Zumpano 
Family Service Counselor: Vania Lopes-Zumpano

OAKEVENTSPACE.COM 516.369.6717 • OAKEVENTSPACE.COM




